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I NTRODUCTION 
There has been an increased inter es t i n swine as an 
experimental anima l in r ecent year s . In addi t i on , the 
clini cal and surgi cal procedures performed on them demand a 
detai l ed understanding of their anatomy . A r evi ew of the 
liter ature r eveals tha t there has b een rela tive l y little 
detailed descriptive anatomy of the blood vessels of swine 
except the summary and excellent work of Sieber (1903 ) . 
Anatomical veterinary t exts describe the vascular system of 
the swine in a comparati ve manner t o that of other spec i es 
particularly the bovine . 
Because of increasing inter est and research in 
reproduc tive problems in swine , it was felt that a de tailed 
study of the blood suppl y t o , and the venous drainage of the 
male and f ema l e genita li a s hould contribute to a better und er-
standing of these prob l ems r e l a t ed t o r eproductive anatomy and 
phys i ol ogy . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Arteries 
A study of the literatur e pertaining t o the blood vessels 
to the genitalia and accessory geni t al organs in the domestic 
animals, including the swine (Sus scrofa domesticus), reveals 
that a variety of terms are being used to describe them . 
According to Montan~ (1920) the thoracic arteries , Ao 
thoracica interna and A. thoracica externa, aris e from the 
brachial trunk at the level of the first rib. He states that 
the A. thoracica interna supplies the cranial mammary glands 
through i ts terminal branch, the anterior abdominal artery 
(A o epi gastrica cranialis)o 
Mannu (1930) states that the Aa. intercostal es suppl y 
the mammary gl ands. He does not specify the origin of the 
above mentioned arteries or the name of the pair of mammary 
glands which they supply. Sisson and Grossman (1953) ~eport 
briefly that the thoracic arteries gave off br anches to the 
pectoral mammary gl andso They also indicate that the A. 
thoracica externa may sometimes be abs ent . 
Dobberstein and Koch (1958) state that the A. thoracica 
interna of the swine res embles that of the horse . K~hler (1960) 
. , 
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describes the A. thoracica interna as aris ing from the A. 
subclavia (A. brachialis) medial t o the caud a l bord er of the 
first rib. He describes the vess e l as gi ving off Rami inter-
costales and Rami sternales and finally ending as the A . 
epigastrica cranialis and A. musculophrenica, medial to the 
6th rib. According t o him, the first thoracic pair of mammary 
glands are supplied entirel y by the A. thoracica externa and 
the A. thoracica interna. The A. epigastrica cranialis supplies, 
in part, the first two abdominal mammary complexes . 
It is generally accepted that the A. profunda f emoris 
contributes the blood supply to the genital trac t through the 
pudendoepi gastric trunk. There is agreement in the literature 
that the A. profunda f emori s gi ves off the trunk befor e leaving 
the abdominal cavity. Similarly, the pudendoepi gas tric trunk 
gi ves off the A. pudend a externa, the A. epigastrica caudalis 
and the A. spermatica ext erna within the abdomina l c avity. The 
A. spermati ca externa , according t o Ellenberger and Baum (1943), 
Martin (192 3), and Mannu (19 30), i s very small in the castrated 
male animal and is abs ent in the f ema l e . Martin sta t es tha t the 
counterpar t of this artery i s the A. u terina media in the 
female . 
They add that the pud endoepi gastric trunk i s someti mes 
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absent . Ther e f or e , the A. spermatica externa aris es from the 
A. profund a femoris s eparately . Getty (1955) agr ees with the 
prec eding statement . Variations as to the origin of the A. 
pudenda ext ern a have been r eported . Ellenb erger and Baum 
(1943) and Martin (19 23) state that the A. pudend a ext erna 
almos t always comes from the A. circumflexa ilium profunda . 
Sisson and Grossman (1953) concur with the above menti oned 
authors in that the vessel supplies only the prepuce i n the male. 
II 
Kahl er (19 60) , in agreement with Bickhardt (19 61), sta t es 
that the A. pudenda externa ultimately divid es into three 
cranial branches and one caudal branch. They des i gn a t e these 
branches as the l a t era l cranial branch, middl e cranial branch, 
and medial cranial branch . They ar e not in agreement , however, 
as t o the distribution of t he medi al and the middle cranial 
branch in the mal e . K~hl er sta t es that the middl e crani a l 
branch supplies the prepuce , whereas Bickhardt describes the 
medial crania l branch as directed t o the prepuce . There i s no 
controversy r egarding the same in the f ema l e . The three cranial 
branches s upply the marrunary gl ands corres ponding to the 
abdominal and the ingu inal marrunary gl ands . 
According t o Sieber (1903) and Mannu (1930) , the A. 
spermatica interna, in the ma l e pi g , ari ses from the ventra l 
wa ll of the Aorta abdominis, 2 to 3 cm before the A. mesen terica 
.. .. 
'.) 
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caudalis . Chauveau (1889), Martin (1923), Ellenberger and Baum 
(1943), and Sisson and Grossman (1953) agree that the course of 
the A. spermatica interna in the swine is similar to that in 
the hors e . Montan~ (1920) r efers to this vessel as the "great 
testicular artery" and states that it is remarkable by numerous 
convoluti ons which it describes in the spermatic cord. 
Harrison (1949) u ses the term "testicular artery" and 
writes that this vessel, in the spermatic cord, forms irregular 
convolutions . 
Beutler (1926) states that in the swine the tortuous 
aspect of the vessel i s more compact than in the hors e , bull, 
ram, cat or dog . He points out that the A. spermatica interna 
in the swine, bull and horse becomes the A. t es ticularis as 
soon as it l eaves the arterial cone . 
Hofmann (1960) us es the t erm Aa . testicular es in the 
bull to describe the largest branches of the A. spermatica 
interna which lie deepl y embedd ed within the tunica albuginea . 
Hill (1905) des i gnates the Aa . t esticulares in the pig as 
the "capsular arteri es" and s tates tha t they give off tortuous 
rib-like branches, which approach the mediastinum t esti s in a 
I 
perpendicular direction. He specifies this portion as the 
"descending perpendicular ar t ery". 
• - ,__, - ~ • I - I - -~ .. ~ • . - -
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Beutler (19 26) agrees that the disposition of the Aa. 
testiculares inside the testicle r esembl es that in the bull. 
Hofmann (1960) uses , in the bull, the t erm Aa. r adiatae 
testes for the vessel s which emer ge from the Aa . t esticulares . 
He also designates the coiled portion of the Aa . radia tae 
t es t es as the Aa . centripeda l es and Aa . c entrifuga l es . 
Magilton (1964) adopts the same terminology to describe 
the Aa . t esticul ares in the goat. 
According to Sieber (1903) and Ellenberger and Baum (1943) 
the A. s permatica interna, in the sow, supplies the ovary, 
bursa ovarica and uterine horn . They state that the vessel 
courses in the mesovarium and divides into the Ramus ovaricus 
and Ramus uterinus . 
Lange (1959) agrees with Montan~ (1920) in using the term 
A. ovarica in the female for the homologous vessel of the A. 
I spermatica interna ; however, Montane states that the A. ovarica 
almost exclusively supplies the ovary, while Lange peints out 
that the vesse l divides into the Ramus ovaricus and Rami 
uterini. Lange r eports also that the latter are variable in 
number and anastomose with the A. uter ina media . 
Mannu (1930), Sisson and Grossman (1953), and Bar one , e t al . 
(1962) us e the t erm A. u tero-ovarica in the female f or the c orre-
spending vess el, the A. spermatica interna , in the ma l e . They 
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agree that the A. utero-ovarica divides into ovarian and uterine 
branches. They do not agree , however, on the nomenclatur e of 
the t erminal branches of the parent vessel . Mannu des i gnates 
these as ovarian and uterine branches . According t o him the 
ovarian branch becomes plexiform befor e reaching the ovary, 
while the uterine branch forms an arch ne ar the uterine horn . 
Sisson and Grossman employ the t erms A. ovarica and A. uterina 
cranialis . They state that the l atter supplies the uterine 
horn. Barone , et al. mention that the A. ute r o- ovarica di vides 
into the A. ovarica and A. tubou t erina. He s tates, fr om a 
comparative viewpoint, that the A. ovarica gives off branches 
to the uterine tube which could correspond to the A. tubarica 
anterior of the other spec i es . He adds further that the A. 
tubouterina , after a tortuous course into the mesosa l pinx , 
forms an arterial plexus in which it i s possib l e to trace two 
arterial trunks , n amely, the A. tubarica and the " anterior 
artery of the uterine horn". 
Dobberstein and Koch (1958) agree with Mecha e l ov (1963) 
in applying the t erm A. uterina cranialis in the sow. However, 
they ar e in disagr eement on the disposition of the vessel. 
Dobbers t ein and Koch state that the A. utcrina crani ali s 
divides into the Ramus ovaricus and Ramus uterinus, while 
Mecha e l ov , on the other hand, cons id ers the t er mina l branches 
of the A. uterina cranialis as collateral branches of it. He 
describes , and also illustrates, the vessel as gi ving off the 
Ramus ovaricus and branches to the uterine tub e and uterine 
horn . Regarding the termination of same , he points out that 
I it ramifies in the thick wall of the uterine horn and finally 
I 
' 
I As referred to above, i t i s evident that the A. spermatica 
anas t omoses with the A. uterina medi a . 
interna (Sieb er, 1903 and Ellenberger and Baum, 1943), the A. 
utero- ovarica (Mannu, 1930; Sis son and Grossman, 1953; and 
Barone, e t al . , 1962), the A. ovarica (Montan~, 1920 and Lange , 
1959) , or the A. u t erina cranialis (Dobberstein and Koch , 1958 
and Mechaelov, 1963) arises as a collateral branch of the Aorta 
abdomini s , usuall y before the A. mesenterica caudalis . It 
courses in the ant eri or border of the broa d ligament of the 
uterus (mesometrium) , giving off the Ramus uretericus and 
finally divid es into the Ramus ovaricus (A . ovarica) and Ramus 
uterinus (Rami uterini of Lange and A. tubovarica of Barone) . 
There is disagr eement regarding the origin of the A. 
umbilicalis in the pig . The nomenclature applied to its 
branches supplying the genital tract of the pig i s variable, 
as in the other domestic animals . According to Chauveau 
(1889), the A. umbilicali s, in t he pig, i s given off by the A. 
iliaca interna close to its origin. Sieber (1903) states that 
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this vessel arises 5 mm to 1 cm from the origin of the A. 
iliaca interna. He says that the A. umbilicalis suppli es 
the ductus deferens in the male and corresponds to the A. 
uterina media of the f emal e . 
Ellenberger and Baum (1943) agree with Sieber ' s assertion 
and have reproduced the illustrations of Sieber ' s work in 
their textbook . 
Martin (1923) describes the A. umbilicalis as a col l ateral 
branch of the A. iliaca interna. They say that the A. uterina 
media arises from the A. umbilicalis and is directed to the 
uterine horn. They specify it as the A. spermati ca externa 
in the male. 
Mannu (1930) and Dobberstein and Koch (1958) agree that 
the A. umbilicalis of the swine resembles that of the bovine . 
They are in agreement on the t erminology of A. deferenti alis 
and A. uterina media for the c orresponding vessels in the 
ma l e and f emale , r espective l y . 
Sisson and Grossman (1953) agree with the statement that 
the vessel res embles that of the bovine and they adopt the 
same t erminology in common with the preceding authors (Mannu, 
and Ellenber ger and Baum), however, they are in disagr eement 
about the origin of the v essel s . They report that the A. 
umbi licalis in the ox arises as a common trunk with the 
10 
A. uterina media from the A. iliaca interna . They add that 
the former gives off the A. def er entialis and the A. ure t erica, 
and the A. uterina media which supplies mainly the uterus. 
Barone , e t al. (1962) agree with Montan~ (1920) in using 
the term A. uterina for the vessel which supplies the uterus in 
the f emal e . They state that this vessel arises fr om the A. 
iliaca interna by a common trunk with the A. umbilicalis. For 
I the male, Montane uses the t erm "small t esticular artery" for 
the corresponding vess el of the f emale . He notes that it 
' 
arises from the A. iliaca interna . 
Lange (1959) and Preuss (1959) agree in using the t erm 
A. uterina for the main vessel of the uterus. They a l so agree 
that it aris es as a collateral branch of the A. umbilicalis . 
The A. def er entialis has not been described in detail in 
the swine. Sieber (1903) states that the vessel runs, being 
embedded in the plica def erentialis, to the inguinal canal . 
He does not describe the inguinal course becaus e the animals 
which were used in his study were castrated . 
I 
Montane (1920) 
states that the A. deferentialis can be called the "small 
t esticular artery" . 
Apart from the above descriptions of the A. defer entialis 
in the swine , mos t authors agree that the course and distri-
bution of the vessel r esemble that in the bovine . 
• ,, 
r 
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According to Sieber (1903), the A. def erentialis in the 
bovine arises from the cranial wall of the A. umbilicalis 
next t o the A. ure t erica. He states that the vessel supplies 
the ductus deferens and gives off small twigs to the epi -
didymis, forming anastomoses with the branches of the A. 
spermatica interna . 
Dobberstein and Koch (1958) r efer to it as a slender 
vessel. Sisson and Grossman (1953) agree with Ellenberger and 
Baum (1943) that the A. deferentialis accompanies the ductus 
deferens along its course. 
Magilton (19 64) s t ates that the A. deferentialis, in t wo 
specimens, does not extend to the tail of the epididymis i n 
the goat. 
Tanudimadja (1963) describes the A. deferentialis as 
giving off twigs to the epididymis in the ram. 
It is generally accepted that the A. uterina media in the 
female is the homol ogous vessel of the A. deferentialis in the 
male . I t i s agreed that the A. u terina media is a strong 
vessel which becomes larger during pregnancy. It is also 
r ecognized that it courses in the broad ligament of the uterus 
toward the uterine horn . According to Sieber (1903), the 
vessel divides into many branches , similar to the arteries of 
the i ntestines. They form arches from which slender branches , 
12 
Ramuli uterini, extend t owards the wall of the uterine horn. 
He adds that the vesse l anastomoses with the A. spermatica 
interna (A. utero-ovarica) and A. uteri na caudalis. 
I 
Montane (1920) agrees with the preceding statement, 
however, he indicates that the vessel describes a flexuous 
course within the broad ligament of the uterus . 
Boye (1956) empl oys the term Rami cornuales t o des i gnate 
the terminal branches of the A. uterina media . Depending upon 
their cours e , they are t ermed as Ramus cornualis apicalis, 
medialis, or caudali s respecti ve ly . He adds that the Ramus 
cornualis f orms arch es along the uterine horn. He further 
describes the anastomosis of the A. u terina media wi th the A. 
spermatica interna and A. uterina caudalis. 
Lange (1959) states tha t the A. uterina media divid es into 
3 to 4 vessels n ear the cranial third of the broad ligament of 
the uterus. He calls these vessels Rami uterini. He points 
ou t that these arteri es f orm two types of arches . One type of 
arch i s formed by the main terminal vessels of the A. uterina 
media . From this fir s t arch aris es the vesse ls which consti-
tute t he s ec ondary arches. The l atter arches are extended 
along the mesometri al border of the uterine horn . He adopts 
the t erms proxi ma l and distal arches to distinguish them . He 
adds that from the dis t a l arch, Ramuli u terini approach either 
) 
L 
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the lateral or media l aspect of the wa lls of the uterine horn 
in a tortuous manner. 
Barone, ~~ a l. (1962) states that the A. uterina (A . 
ut erina media) in the sow r esembl es that of the cow . He points 
out, from a comparative anatomical viewpoint, tha t the vessel 
terminates into three branches, namely, the middle artery of 
the uterine horn, the caudal artery of the uterine horn , and 
t he arter y of the body of the uteru s . He adds tha t these 
vessels, after a short fl exuous course, divid e into numer ous 
branches which form arches on the mesometri a l border of the 
uterine horn . He agrees wi th Lange tha t fr om the above mentioned 
arches vessels of variou s s i zes are gi ven off. Barone, e t a l . 
compar e these vessels, in agreement with Sieber , t o the vessels 
of the Aa. intes tina l es , and i s in disagreement with Lange 
regarding those which correspond to the proxima l and distal arch. 
According to Barone , et a l., only the distal arch is f ormed . 
The aspect concerning the course of the A. uteri na media 
has been described in detail by Grahame (1957) . According t o 
him, the main branches of the A. uterina media in the virgin 
uterus have a straight course ins id e the broad ligament. He 
agrees that these vessels are anastomosed between them, forming 
arches while approaching the uterine wall . He points out tha t 
the course of the vessels is very tortuous in the sow . 
14 
The A. ure throgenitalis i s described by Sieber (1903) as 
arising from the A. iliaca interna shortl y behind or before 
the A. iliolumbalis. He states that the vessel, which goes to 
the pelvic part of the urethra in the male and to the vagina in 
the female, gives off the A. uterina caudalis. 
Montan~ (1920) refers to this as the "ves icoprostatic 
artery" in the male and the vaginal artery in the female. 
Dobbers t ein and Koch (1958) call this vessel the A. 
urethrogenitalis, in agreement with Sieber, and they state that 
the vessel resembles that of the bovine . They describe this 
vessel in the bovine as the main arteria l source of the 
accessory genital glands . They state that the vessel gives 
off the A. perinei and the A. hemorrhoida lis caudalis in the 
female . Further, they mention that the A. hemorrhoidalis media 
i s abs ent in the bovine . 
Lange (1959), Preuss (1959) and Barone, et al . (1962) apply 
the term A. vaginalis for the A. urethrogenitalis of Sieber and 
Dobberstein and Koch in the sow . However, they do not agree 
with the t erminology of its branches . Lange and Preuss state 
that the vess el gives off the following branches: Ramus 
uterinus (A. uterina caudalis) which becomes confluent with the 
most caudal branches of the A. uterina media; the A. vesicalis 
caudalis to the urinary bladd er; the Ramus urethralis t o the 
. l 
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urethra; the Rami vaginales to the vagina; and the A. perinealis . 
From a comparative anatomical viewpoint, they report that the 
Rami rectales medii (A. h emorrhoidalis media) are absent in the 
pig. They point out further that the pattern of distribution 
of the branches of the A. vaginalis i s variable, becaus e some 
branches aris e either partly or wholly one from the other. 
According to Lange (1959) and Preuss (1959) the A. 
perinealis could be considered as the continuation of the A. 
vaginalis (A. urethrogenitalis) . Both Lange and Preuss agree 
that the vessel sometimes arises from the A. pudenda interna in 
the f emale. They add that, in the male , the A. perinealis is 
given off by the A. rectalis c aud alis (A. h emorrhoid alis 
caudalis). 
Barone, et al. states that the A. vaginalis (A. ure thra-- - ' 
genitalis) in the sow ends in two arteries which he names the 
A. c ervicouterina (A . uterina caudalis) and the A. vagino-
r ectalis (A. perinealis of Lange (1959) and Preus s (1959)). 
It is generally accepted tha t in the swine the A. pudenda 
interna and the A. glutea caudalis are the termina l branches of 
the A. iliaca interna (A. hypogastrica) . 
Chauveau (1889) states that the A. pudenda interna i s 
formed by the A. iliaca interna beyond the l esser i s chiatic 
notch. He reports that the vessel gives off a l ong hemo-
16 
rrhoidal artery to the posterior extremity of the intes tine and 
the genito-urinary organs . 
Sieber (1903) describes the vess el in the male a s the las t 
strong visceral branch of the A. iliaca interna . He writes that 
this vessel forms a cluster of branches near the bulb of the 
ure thra in the male. According to him, the A. pud enda interna 
s eems to terminate at the Archus ischiadicus as the A. penis, 
which gives off the A. profunda penis and the A. dors alis 
penis . He adds that the A. dor s alis penis gives off twigs 
I 
which anastomose with the A. pudenda externa. In the female, 
he indicates that the A. pud enda interna is a s l ender vessel 
which is some times absent. 
Montan~ (1920) describes the A. pudenda interna as a 
t erminal branch of the A. iliaca interna which is in agreement 
with Lange (1959), Barone , e t al . (1962) and Bickhardt ( 1961) . 
I 
Montane points out that it supplies the anus and the urinary 
or gans . 
Lange (1959) describes the A. pudenda interna in the f emale 
as the first t erminal branch of the A. iliaca interna. He 
points out that the right and l eft vessels join near the 
i schial arch. He compares the nomenc l a ture of the A. dorsalis 
clitoridis , a collateral branch of the A. pud enda interna. 
Acc ording t o him the t er m A. clitoridis c an be us ed as s ynon -
. I 
! 
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ymous with A. dorsalis clitoridis. He is in agreement with 
Sieber and s tates that the A. pudenda interna anastomoses with 
the A. pudenda externa in the female. 
Barone, et al . (1962) agrees t hat the A. pudenda interna is 
a termina l branch of the A. iliaca interna in the female. He 
states that it gives off the A. hemorrhoidalis caudalis. He 
adds that the right and ,left vessels sometimes anastomose. He 
l 
describes the A. pudenda interna as dividing into two vesse l s, 
one of which goes to the cavernosus bodies of the clitoris and 
the other, as the A. dorsalis clitoridis, to the clitoris . 
Get ty (1955) states that the main arterial supply to the 
penis is via the A. dorsalis penis which comes from the A. 
pudenda interna. 
Bickhardt (1961) writes that the A. pudenda interna anasto-
moses with the branches of the A. pudenda externa and with the 
caudodorsal branches of the A. profunda f emoris above the 
ischial arch . 
There i s no agreement about the t erminology of the A. hemo-
rrhoidalis caudalis. Sieber (1903) calls this v ess e l the A. 
hemorrhoidalis inferior . He sta t es tha t t he ves s e l is slende r 
and anastomoses with the A. hemorrhoidalis s uperior (A. hemo-
rrhoidalis crani alis) and gives off the A. perinei in the male . 
He adds, that the vessel supplies the M. bulboc avernosus and 
l 
f 
I 
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anastomoses with the A. pudenda externa. Preuss (1959) speci-
fies this vessel as the A. rectalis caudalis, as this vessel 
constantly supplies the rectum . He is in agreement with Sieber 
(1903), Lange (1959), and Getty (1955) that the vessel may 
arise from the A. pudenda interna or A. glutea caudalis, 
respectively. 
Bickhardt (1961) states that the vessel supplies the 
perineum, the rectum and the M. ischiococcygeus. 
Veins 
Anatomical descriptions regarding the veins of the genital 
tract of the swine are limited in the literature. Most of them 
) 
are mentioned in a comparative manner to the equine and the 
bovine. 
I 
Montane (1920) states that the testicular veins (Vv. 
testiculares) form a venous plexus in the inguinal canal in the 
ma l e . He points out that the "great vena testicular" (V. 
spermatica interna) drains it into the V. cava caudalis . 
According to him, the veins of the ovary and those of the 
uterus join the utero-ovarian trunk, which drains in the V. 
cava caudalis. He reports that the penis is drained by three 
veins, one of which runs dorsally along the dorsal face of the 
body of the penis, which he designates as the "cavernosum" 
1 I 
! 
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vein, and the remaining two run ventrally, being placed at each 
side of the cavernosus bodies of the ure thra. He add s that 
these veins drain either into the V. pudenda externa or by means 
of the V. p erinealis into the V. pudenda interna. Ellenberger 
and Baum (1943) state that the venous system of the swine, in 
general, resembles that of the horse, whereas, Sisson and 
Grossman (1953) r eport that it corresponds t o that of the bovine. 
Bevandic (1943) states that the venous drainage of the 
r ec tum can be accomplished through the V. hemorrhoidalis 
cranialis, a tributary vein of the portal system, and the V. 
pudenda i nterna through its tributaries which drain the ventral 
aspect of the anal musculature. He suggests that these radi-
cles could be designated as the V. hemorrhoidalis media, and 
reported that the radicles corresponding to the V. hemo-
rrhoidalis caudalis were not found. 
Schwarz and Badawi (1962) state that the site of junction 
of the V. spermatica interna with the V. iliaca communis i s 
variable. They r eport that in 21 females and 5 males the V. 
spermatica interna, l eft and right, empti ed into the V. cava 
caudalis, either 2 to 2.5 cm cranial, or close to the conflu-
ence of the V. iliaca communis . They add that the V. 
spermatica interna emptied into the l eft V. iliaca communis in 
three females and in one male. 
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Lange (1959) describes the venous drainage of the genital 
tract in the f emale swine . According t o him, the V. ovarica 
(V. spermatica interna or V. utero- ovarica), V. uterina (V. 
uterina media), and V. vaginalis (V . urethr ogenitalis) are t he 
main vessels which drain it. He points out , however , that t he 
V. per i nealis mainly drains into the V. recta l i s caudalis (V. 
hemorrhoidalis caudalis). 
Lebedewa (1960) states that the sow has two Vv. pudendae 
ext ernae , the cranial and the caudal veins of the udder . 
According to her , both j oin the V. profunda femori s . She 
r eports that each receives two branches, one l ateral and one 
medial . Those which correspond to the caudal vein of the u dd er 
drain the area from the genital organs to the l ast mammary 
gland . She adds that the valves are directed to the V. pudenda 
ext erna in both veins of the udd er . 
Regarding the V. pud enda interna , she states that the Vv . 
pud endae internae anastomose and give rise to two veins which 
run on each side of the ventral wa ll of the pelvi c cavity 
towards the obturator foramen to anastomose with the venous 
Ramus obturatorius of the V. profunda femoris. She notes that 
the va lves of the V. pud enda interna are directed t o the V. 
iliaca interna , while the valves of another branch are direc t ed 
I I 
to the venous Ramus ob turatorius . 
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Barone, et al . (19 62) agree with Lange in that three veins 
drain the genital trac t in the female . According to him, the V. 
utero- ovarica (V . spermatica interna) i s best developed . He 
says tha t this vessel arises from a venous plexus whi ch i s 
s ituated along the dorsa l edge of the ovary. He adds t hat this 
plexus is connected by the V. uterina (V. uterina med i a) and 
joins the V. cava c auda lis . 
Regarding the V. uterina media, Barone , et al. point out 
that the vessel shows a different dispos i tion than the corr e -
sponding artery. The radicles of the vein form arches along 
the dorsal edge of the uterine horn . He des i gnates these 
arches as the dista l arches. According to him, from these 
arches numer ous veins are gi ven off whi ch converge t ogether to 
form the proximal arches. 
The V. urethrogeni talis i s designated by Barone, e t a l . in 
agreement with Lange, as the V. vaginalis . He writes that this 
vessel drains the u terine cervix, t he vagi na , the ureter, and 
the ure thra , and anas t omoses with the V. uterina media . 
Bickhardt (1961) describes the V. pudendalis interna as 
anastomos i ng wi th the V. pudendalis externa in the perineum, 
with the proximal branch of the V. profunda femoris and 
medially with the V. pudendalis intern a of the oppos i te s i de . 
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He notes also that the V. hemorrhoidalis caudalis drains the 
perineum, the caudal segment of the rectum, the anus , and the 
M. ischiococcygeus . 
He a l so describes the Vv . epi gas trica cauda l is , pudendali s 
externa, and subcutanea abdominis. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Ten pigs were used for this inves tiga tion, five males and 
five females. The group cons isted of two breeds, eight of the 
Yorkshire breed and two of the Hampshire breedo They were 
considered to be clinically fr ee from pathological conditions . 
The ages of the animals ranged from eight to e i ghteen months 
and were determined according to Pope (1934). The sex and 
body weight of each animal ar e shown in Table 1 . For the 
preparation of corrosive specimens, additional material (ten 
uteri from non-pregnant sows) was obtained from an abattoir o 
The animals us ed for gross dis section were prepared 
according to the following procedure. Befor e administration of 
the anesthes ia, the animals were kep t on a low ration for three 
days. A solution of chlora l hydrate and magnes ium sulfate was 
used as the an esthetic flu i d. Ninety grams of chloral hydrate 
and 60 grams of magn es ium sulfate were dissolved in 500 cc of 
0.85 per cent sodium chloride solution . The anesthetic was 
given intr aperitoneally , using approximate ly 1 cc per 3 lb . 
body weight (Table 2). 
With the animal under surgical anesth esia , the l eft 
carotid artery was exposed and cannula t ed . Exs anguination was 
accomplished through the c annula . Frequent flexing of both the 
-·· - . 'I • -- - - -- ' - -· ~ . .... - ~ 
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for e- and hind limbs permitted better bleeding . For the 
purpose of i njecting the arteries , the thorax was opened, 
f ollowing bleeding, on t he l eft s ide by r esection of the fourth 
rib. The aortic arch was expos ed and ligated immediately bel ow 
the origin of the brachiocephalic t r unk. This was followed by 
injection into the arterial sys t em. Cementexl, a basic l a t ex 
compound (pH 8) , was us ed as the inj ection mass . According to 
the method of Hill (193 7) , 2 per cent ammonia water soluti on 
was added to the latex , in the ratio of 4:6 , in order to r educe 
its own viscosity. 
Assuming that pressure above 100 mm. Hg may rupture the 
arteries , the l atex solution was inj ected through a cannula from 
an ext ern al, special outfit, as described by Tanudimadja (1963) 
( Figure 1) , at a pressure of 100 mm . Hg . Immediately following 
the administration of the inj ection mass , the specimens wer e 
stored in the cooler for three days . 
The ani mal s were r emoved from the cooler after three days 
and placed at room t emper ature for about 12 hours for the 
inj ection of the venous system. This effort diminis he d the 
r es i stance of the valves of the veins due to pos t mortem 
degeneration ( autolysis ) of the valves . The abdominal cavi ty 
lManufactured by the Cementex Company, New York 3, 
New York. 
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was then opened on the right s ide and the viscera, belonging 
to the digestive system, were removed, after securing the 
vesselso The posterior vena cava was cannulated just caudal 
to the origin of the r enal v einso Blue latex , diluted in 2 
per c ent ammonia water, in the ratio of 5:5, was inj ected 
slowly at a pressure of 70 mm . Hg . The amount of l atex 
solution inj ected, for both arteries and veins, varied 
according to the size of the animal (Table 3). It i s of 
inter est to no te that the quantity of the diluted latex us ed 
for venous injection was relatively larger than that for the 
corresponding arterieso Pertinent data on inj ec tion procedure 
i s g i ven in Table 3. 
The ma t erials u sed for making corrosion specimens were 
inj ected according to the following procedureo The specimens 
wer e r emoved from the c arcass es, according t o the me thod 
des cribed by Reuber (1954) , and placed in the r efriger a tor fo r 
24 hours. Subsequently, they were put into water containers at 
a temperature of approximate l y 37° centigrade. The utero-
ovarian and middle uterine arteri es and the utero - ovarian vein 
were cannulated by means of ground hypod er mi c n eedl es of various 
s izes . The n eed l es , connected with the above mentioned 
arteries , were adjusted to a T-g l ass tube and a l so to the 
inj ecting equipmen t by means of rubber tub eso Prior to 
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injection, r i nsing of the vessels was carried out until the 
blood, flowing through the cannu l a connected to the vein , was 
clear . Warm, normal, saline solution was us ed to rinse the 
vessels . The inj ec t i on mass was r ed , yellow, or blue latex . 
The venous system of only one specimen was injected with 
Vinyl1 , i n this case the perfus ion rinse was not accomplished. 
Approximately 100 cc of r ed l atex solution was inj ec t ed 
i nto t he ar t eri es , and 300 cc of bl ue l atex solu t i on or Vi nyl, 
) 
into the veins . Upon compl etion of the injecti on the cannul ae 
were removed . The vessels were ligated and the spec i mens were 
stored i n a cooler for three days. Foll owing r efrigeration , 
the specimens were dis sect ed and prepared for subsequent 
treatments, such as maceration, photography , etc. 
The maceration of the specimens was performed by means of 
31 per c ent hydrochloric acid for three or four days . Macer-
ated casts were washed thoroughly under gently flowing tap water 
and preserved in 10 per cent formalin solution for later us e . 
J 
A caliper2 was used for measuring the arteries (Figure 2) . 
lManufactured by the Gordon-Lacey Chemical Products Co., 
Inc . , Maspeth, New York . 
2Lufkin Rule Co., Saginaw, Michigan. 
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RESULTS 
Arteries 
The A. thoracica interna arose as a collateral branch from 
the ventral wa l l of the Ao brachialis (Ao subclavia) , medial to 
the first rib (see Figure 24/84)0 It averaged 4.5 nun in peri-
pheral diameter . I t pas sed in a caudoventral direction to 
reach the cranial border of the M. transversus thoracis, and 
then conti nued further along the dorsal faces of the costal 
carti l ages below this muscle. The vessel usually ended medial 
to t he 6th rib as the A. musculophrenica and Ao epigastrica 
cranialis (Figures 8/87, 8/90, 24/87, 24/90)0 Terminations of 
the parent vessel wer e observed to be extremely variable 
(Table 4) • The A. thoracica interna supplies the thoracic 
mammary glands by means of collateral twigs departing from it 
at the l eve l of each intercostal space. They are as follows: 
The Rami intercostales arose from the l atera l side of the 
main vessel (Figure 24/85) . They ascended and pierced the 
intercostal muscles and soon divided into two branches . One of 
the branches anastomosed with the homologous descending artery, 
whereas the other passed out as perforating branches (Rami 
perforantes), running ventrally, to supply the Mm. pectorales, 
subcutaneous tissu e and skin of the r egi on. Those corre-
. - - . ' -, .. -. - ; . -. - '. -- . '· , . 
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sponding to the 5th and 6th Rami intercostales supply, by means 
of the Aa. intercostales , the l ateral and medial aspects of the 
1s t pair of mammary glands and end, forming a circl e , around 
the base of the nipples . It was noticed, in two of ten speci-
ments, that the left 4th, 5th and 6th Rami intercosta l es were 
deri ved from a common trunk which arose from the parent vessel 
medial to the 3rd intercostal spaceo 
The Rami sternales arose from the medial side of the 
principal vessel o After supplying the M. transversus thor aci s, 
the arteries leave the thoracic cavity and end, giving off 
twigs along the Mm . pectorales and the medial aspect of the 1st 
pair of the thoracic mammary glands (Figure 24/86) . 
The Ao epigastrica cranialis supplied the abdominal 
mammary glandso It averaged 3o l mm i n external diameter . It 
i s considered to be the continuation of the Ao thoracica 
interna (Figures 24/87, 8/87)o This vessel, in both the male 
-
and female, l eft the rib cage at the angle formed by the last 
costosternal junction. The vessel then continued caudally on 
the M. rectus abdominis to anastomose with the A. epigastrica 
caudalis immediately behind the umbilicus. Anastomotic branches 
with the branches of the A. circumflexa ilium profunda were 
observed . At the l evel of the t endinous inscriptions of the 
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M. rectus abdomi nis , the A. epigastrica cranialis gave of f the 
I 
f ollowing branches : 
The l ateral branches wer e gi ven off fr om the l a t er a l wall 
of the parent ve s se l (Fi gures 23/ 88 , 27/88). They ext ended 
dorsally , at first, on the M. r ec tus abdominis , and then ad-
vanc ed between the Mm . transver sus abdomini s and ob liqui 
abdominis internus and externus t o anastomose with the ventr al 
branches of t he Aa . inter cos t a l es and Aa. phr enoabdomi nal es . 
The media l branches passed ventrally t oward t he median 
pl ane (Fi gures 24/89, 27/89) . They gave of f branches which, 
I 
after pas sing through the abdominal wall , supplied the abdomi-
nal mammary glands of the f ema l e . The branches t o the l ast 
abdominal gland anastomosed with the branches of the A. pudenda 
ext erna . I n the ma l e , the l as t media l branch usua l l y gave off 
a s trong ves se l which passed s omewha t obliquel y to the prepuc e 
(Fi gure 14/89 ) . This ves s el suppli ed t he M .. pro t r actor 
praeputis (M. pr aeputia l i s ), the subcutaneous tissu e and skin . 
Aft er anastomos i ng wi th twigs from the preputi a l branch of the 
A. pud enda externa i t ended wi thin the l a t era l wal l of the 
pr epuc e . 
The A. profunda femoris (Fi gures 3/11, 23/11) ar ose fr om 
t he cauda l fac e of the A. i liaca ext erna , medi a l t o the cauda l 
head of the M. sa r t orius . I t aver aged 4 . 3 mm in per i pher al 
• - • -... • .. • V'"~ • • :l .... ;> ' • ~ ~. 
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diameter, and ran in a slightly ventrocaud al direction to 
advance be tween the M. vastus medialis, laterally, and the M. 
pectineus , medially, after gi ving off the pudendoepigastric 
trunk and the A. spermatica ext erna. The v ess e l then continued 
further und er the acetabulum through the M. adductor describing 
a caudodistal arch, medial to the muscle s which are known as 
the rrsmall pelvic associatio~' (Ellenberger and Baum, 1943) . 
It furnished branches to the abov e muscles. One of the 
branches, the Ramus obturatorius ran laterally to the M. obtu -
rator externus to approach the obturator foramen and the M. 
obturator internus, where it divided into two secondary 
branches . One of the latter, directed cranially, anastomosed 
with the A. obturatoria and the other, after supplying the M. 
obturator internus, ran caudally to anastomose with the 
terminal branches of the A. ure throgenitalis on the lateral wal l 
of the urethra, or with muscul ar branche s of the M. obturator 
internus given off by the A. pudenda interna . The Ramus obtu-
ratorius, before r e aching the obturator foramen, gave off a 
caudal branch which passed under the Ramus acetabularis of the 
i s chium to end in t wi gs und er the ins ertion of the Mm. gemelli . 
The A. profunda f emoris, a t the l ev el of the ins ertion of 
the M. obturator externus, usually divided into four branches 
) 
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which were disposed of as lateral, medial, caudoproximal , and 
distal. The latter, n amely, the A. circumflexa f emoris 
medialis (Fi gures 4/32, 23/32) i s cons idered to be the continu-
ation of the parent vessel (Bickhardt, 1961). 
The branch, which is dispos ed of caudoproximall y (Figures 
3/31, 23/31) ran immediately towards the tuber ischii . After 
giving off branches to the surrounding structures, the artery 
terminated in twigs supplying the origin of the caudal muscles 
of the hip and thigh regions. In the male, one of the branches 
was also distributed to the M. ischiocavernosus . It also 
anastomosed with the corresponding vessels arising from the 
A. pudenda interna . 
The Truncus pudendoepigastricus arose almost with the Ao 
spermatica externa from the ventra l wal l of the A. profunda 
femoris medial to the c audal head of the M. sartorius . It 
averaged 2.6 mm in peripheral diameter . It ran ventrally and 
divided immediately into two branches, the A. epi gas trica 
caudalis and the A. pudend a externa (Figures 3/13, 23/13) 0 
The former supplied the caudal portion of the M. r ectus abdomi -
nis while the l atter entered the inguinal canal 0 
The Ao epigastri ca caudalis arose medi ally or cranially 
or caudally to the A. pudenda ext erna (Figures 3/14, 6/14 , 
23/14) . It averaged 106 mm in peripheral di ame t er. It pass ed 
I 
I 
I 
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cranially and was covered by the dorsal l eaf of the sheath of 
the M. rectus abdominis. The artery ran along the dorsal face 
of the muscle to anas tomose with the A. epigastrica cranialis . 
( 
On its course two main vessels departed from it. One of them 
cours ed l aterally to anastomose with branches of the A. phreno-
abdominalis and the A. circumflexa ilium profunda . The other 
vessel ran mediall y to the linea a lba and gave off ventra l 
branches which anastomosed with the branches of the A. pud enda 
ext erna . 
The A. pudenda externa (Figures 3/15 , 23/15, 39/15) , 
because of the average of its peripheral diame t er, 2 . 4 mm, may 
be consid er ed as the direct continuation of the pudendoepi-
gastric trunk . It extended ventrally to the inguinal canal, 
accompanied by its satellite veins . It ran along the canal, 
medial t o the spermatic cord , to emerge at the medi al commis-
sure of the ext ernal inguinal ring . After cross ing the 
spermatic cord medially, it turned for ward to end und er the Lnn . 
inguinales superficiales (Ln . supramammarii in the f emale) 
covered by the subcutaneous fa tty tissue. The A. pudenda 
externa terminated into either three or four branches . In the 
case of four branches, three were directed cranially and the 
other caudal l y. They are designated as the l ateral cranial, 
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middle cranial, and medial cranial branches (Bickhardt, 1961 
I: " and Kahler, 1960)0 If three branches existed , t wo of them 
were directed cranially and the other caudally. In the cas e of 
the latter pattern, which was usu ally obs er ved in the male, the 
middle cranial branch was gi ven off by the medial cranial 
branch. 
In the femal e, the lateral cranial branch (Figures 23/16, 
24/16, 39/16) arose from the par ent vesse l at the l eve l of the 
dorsal border of the above mentioned lymph nod es (Lnn. ingui-
na l e s superficiales)a After supplying them, the vessel passed 
craniolaterally t oward the lateral side of the l ast abdominal 
mammary gland. It gave off branches medially to the fatty 
tissue , inguinal mammary gland, and skin. Laterally, it 
furnished branches to the subcutaneous tissue of the medial 
side of the thigh and anastomosed with branches of the A. 
circumflexa ilium profund a. 
The middle cranial branch (Figures 23/17, 24/17, 39/17) 
arose from the A. pudenda externa, or from the medial cranial 
branch shortly after the origin of the l atter . It passed deep 
to the fatty tissu e, at first, on the l ater al s i de of the l as t 
inguinal mammary g l and. La t er it coursed on the medi al side 
of the second pair of inguinal mammar y gl ands. It ended in a 
clus t er of branches near the l ast pair of abdomi na l mammary 
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glands . Perforating branches, to the ventral abdominal wall, 
l I supplied the abdominal muscles and ended by anastomosing with 
f the A. epi gastrica caudalis within the Mo r ectus abdominis . 
I 
The medi al cranial branch (Figures 23/18 , 24/18, 39/18) 
passed approximately parallel t o the linea alba . It supplied 
the subcutaneous fatty tissue, abdominal musc l es i n the 
inguinal area, and skin . The caudal branch (Figures 23/21, 
24 / 21, 39/21), from i ts origin, described a bend caudad and 
continued through the fatty tissue of the ingui nal area to the 
interfemoral space, where it divide d at an angle of 45° into 
two branches , superficial and deepo The superficial branch 
(Figures 23/22, 24 /22, 39/22) coursed caudally, parallel to 
the interf emora l space on the medial aspect of the dorsomedial 
side of the thigho It gave off branches to the subcutaneous 
fatty tissue and the skin of the medial side of the thigh , 
which anas tomosed with twigs of the A. femoralis destined for 
the M. gracilis . The deep branch (Figures 23/23, 24/23 , 39/23) 
coursed deep in the i nterfemoral space to the perinea! r egi on 
and ended, after forming anastomoses with the terminal branches 
of the A. pudenda interna . 
The A. pudenda externa of the male resembled that of the 
female 0 The medial cranial branch may be considered as the 
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preputial branch (Figures 3/18, 5/18, 10/18, 11/18). It 
was observed that the right and l eft vessels varied in size . 
It was noticed, in three out of five specimens, that the right 
vessels were more developed than their counterparts. In the 
other two specimens, the left vessels were l arger . The medial 
cranial branch of the right and left sides coursed parallel 
to the sheath of the penis, dorsal to the M. r e tractor 
preputii. Near the origin of the retractor muscle the vessels 
of one side or the other were poorly developed. The counterpart 
of the poorly developed side approached the dorsal edge of the 
median septum of the preputial diverticulum piercing it and 
coursing cranially to divide at an acute angle into two 
terminal branches . During this course the artery gave off 
lateral and medi al branches which supplied the fatty tissue, 
the sheath of the penis, the skin, the M. retractor preputii 
and the dorsal wall of the diverticulum. Those which corre-
spond to the lateral branches anastomosed with branches of the 
A. thoracica interna. 
Each of the termina l branches, after a short course, 
gave off slender vessels, directed cranially and ventrally. 
The former anastomosed with the Ae epigastrica cranialis within 
the M. protractor preputii, and those which ran ventrally, with 
its f e llow of the opposite side, form ed a semicircle ventral to 
, I 
I 
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the preputial orifice (Figures 3/19, 11/19) . After giving off 
the above vessels, the main artery made a bend caudal and 
cours ed along the cranial third of the preputial sheath 
(Figures 3/20, 11/20, 12/ 20) , where it finally ramified and 
1 anastomosed with the t erminal branches of the A. dorsalis 
I 
t 
penis . This branch may be considered as the recurrent artery 
of the sheath of the penis of the bovine (Ashdown, 1958). 
The caud al branch of the A. pudenda externa (Figures 3/21, 
4/21, 5/21) extended caudally in the fatty tissue of the 
inguinal region and divided , as in the female, into two 
branches, superficial and deep. The superficial branch 
(Figures 4/22, 9/22) ran caudally, in a slightly ventral direc -
tion, toward the fatty tissue of the scrotal fold . At thi s 
point it ended in small branches which supplied the medial 
aspect of the thigh, the skin and the scrotum. The deep branch 
passed medial to the spermatic cord to the septum scroti 
(Figures 4/23, 9/23), where it coursed caudally, giving off 
dors al branches to the layers of the scrotum and septum scroti . 
One of the dorsal branches anastomosed with the A. pudenda in-
terna (Figures 3/25, 4/25). The caudal branch terminated into 
two branches, one of them continued ventrally and end ed in a 
cluster of branches on the medial side of the scrotum (Figure 
4/26) . The other continued dorsally and terminated by 
-~- ,._ --; .......... "" -
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furnishing the l ateral side of the scrotum (Figure 4 / 27) . 
The A. spermatica externa (Figures 3/12, 23/12) supplied 
the M. cremaster externus in both the male and femaleo It was 
a slender vessel with averaged 1 03 mm peripheral diameter. It 
may arise from the A. profunda femoris in front, near or 
separately of the origin of the pudendoepigastric trunk, or 
caudal to it (Figure 6/12, Type I), from the cranial or medial 
wall of the trunk (Figure 6/12, Type II), or from the A. c i rcum-
flexa ilium profunda (Figure 6/12, Type III), or from the A. 
pudenda externa (Figure 6/12, Type IV). It ran cranioventrall y 
to reach the origin of the M. cremaster externus and pierced it . 
In the female, i t continued along the above mentioned muscle 
to end , after giving off twigs in the fasciae and tissues 
which form the vaginal process, inside the interfemoral space . 
In the male, it continued to the insertion of the M. cremaster 
externus, where it divided in a cluster of vessels supplying 
the tunica vaginaliso Collateral branches, supplying the 
muscle and the fascia scroti superficial and profunda, were 
released a l ong its course . 
The A. spermatica interna arose from the abdominal aorta 
before the origin of the A. mesenterica caud alis (Figure 3/5) 
at the level ventral to the fifth lumbar vertebra , 1.4 to 
2.5 cm from the bifurcation of the aorta. It was noted that 
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the l eft A. spermatica interna aros e f rom the ventrolateral 
wall of the par ent vess el, whereas the right artery was given 
off fr om the ventral wall more forwar d than its fellow of the 
opposite side . The average of the peripheral diameter of the 
l ef t was 1 . 9 mm and that of the right vess el was 1 . 7 nun . The 
vesse l supplied the t esticl es and the middle and cranial thirds 
of the body and head of the epididymis . It cours ed in a caudo -
l a t eral direction and cross ed the deep f ac e of the ureter, 
gi ving off a slend er branch to the Ramus uretericus (Figure 
3/6) . It then passed t o the l a teral s id e of the s eminal vesi -
cle , being embedd ed within a f old of the peritoneum. I t con-
tinu ed i ts course ventrally and j oined the ductus def er ens and 
the A. deferentialis inside the inguinal canal . As one com-
ponent of the spermatic cord, it continued c aud ally through the 
inguinal canal t o gi ve off s l ender anastomotic branches to the 
A. defer entialis. On r eaching the middl e third of the canal, 
it became very t ortuous , thus forming an arterial cone with 
the base lying on the cranial surface of the t esticle , medial 
to the epididymis. The arteri al cone was interlace d by an 
ext ensive v enous plexus , the Pampiniform plexus (Fi gures 3/7, 
15/7, 15b/7 , 17/7) . Slender branches wer e given off from the 
dorsa l and l a t er a l aspects of the arterial cone which were 
disposed of in a series. One of them, following a wave-like 
\ 
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course, joined the branches of the A. deferentialis (Figure 
17/5') . The other one was directed to the medial wall of the 
epididymis, passed be tween the medial face of it and the testi-
cle , and terminated, supplying the lateral face of the head of 
the epididymis (Figure 17/511 ). These branches may be considered 
the A. accessoria t es ticularis of the goat (Hofmann, 1960; 
Magilton, 1964). From the base of the arterial cone the A. 
spermatica interna passed under the body of the epididymis of 
the proximal pole of the testicle. It then made a bend 
ventrally and pierced the tunica albuginea in a tortuous course. 
As soon as the artery penetrated the tunica albuginea, i t 
became the Aa . testiculares (Figures 3/8, 16/8) . The Aa. 
testiculares coursed, embedded in the albuginea, to the ventral 
pole of the testicle, giving off coiled ramifications which 
ran on the free border of the testicl e and the lateral and 
medial faces of it. 
Latex casts showed that the A. spermatica interna gave off 
collateral branches directed to the testicle (Figure lSb/5 ''' ). 
These branches arose from the parent vessel n ear the base of 
the arterial cone. 
The Aa . radiatae testes arose from the Aa. t es ticulares 
and ran to the mediastinum t es tis (Figure 16/8'). This branch 
arose at right angles and immediately became spiral. This 
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portion (Figures 16/8", 18/8"), in agreement with Hofmann 
(1960) and Magilton (1964), may be consider ed as the Aa. 
centripedal e s of the Aa . radiatae t es t es. Then the Aa. radiatae 
testes continu ed in a s trai ght course to r each the medias tinum, 
wher e it anastomosed with adj acent ves sels forming arcs on the 
mediastinum (Figure 16/8 '''). Many branches were releas ed from 
the ar c s . Some of the branches coursed t oward the periphery of 
the t esticle (Figures 16/8 'V, 18/8' V) . These branches may be 
c ons ider ed as the Aa. c entrif ugales of t he Aa . radiatae t estes 
(Hofmann, 1960 and Magilton, 1964). 
The A. utero- ovaric a (Figures 23/5, 42/5) in the f emale 
corresponds to the A. spermatica interna of the male . It 
supplies the ovary, t he ovarian burs a and the uterine tube . It 
aver aged 1.8 mm in peripheral diamet er. The origins of the l eft 
and right vess el s r esembled thos e of t he A. spermatica interna 
in the male . Each passed v entrally and slightly cranially to 
r each the broad ligament of the uterus, emb edd ed in ~he cranial 
bord er of same . The ar t ery pursu ed a fl exuous course, passing 
medial to the ure t er t o which a slender branch, the Ramus 
ure t eri cus , was gi ven of f (Figure 23 / 6). The latter s oon 
divided into t wo branches which ran cranially and caudally along 
the ureter . In one specimen, it was observed that the Ramu s 
ur et ericus arose fr om the A. mesenterica caudalis and the other 
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from the aorta . 
The A. utero-ovarica continued ventrally and usually 
divid ed into a cluster of branches . One of them coursed 
cranioventrally (Ramus ovaricus, Sieber, 1903; Ellenberger and 
Baum, 1943; Dobberstein and Koch, 1958) and the other ones 
caudoventral l y (Ramus uterinus, Si eber , 1903; Ellenberger and 
Baum , 1943; Rami uterini, Lange, 1959; A. tubo-uterina, Barone, 
et al., 1962) . The former branch may be cons idered as the A. 
ovarica (Sisson and Grossman, 1953), (Figures 23 / 8, 45/8, 46/8). 
In fact, i t ran ventrally, became increasingly tortuous, and 
pierced the dorsal border of the ovary where i t divided into 
branches (Figures 45/8 ', 47/8', 48/8 ' ) , (spiral arteries). The 
caud al branches (Figur es 23/5 ', 45/5 ' , 46/5') , after their 
origin, split into other branches and anastomosed , by means of 
coi l ed vess els and, thereby, formed a complicated arteri a l 
meshwork (Figures 43, 45) on the l ateral aspect of the main 
vessels. Macerated spec i mens permit one to observe that t wo 
types of arteries ari se from this ar t erial mes hwork. One of 
them is we l l deve loped and runs toward the ovary , along with 
the A. ovarica, to penetrate the vascular zone where it divides 
as t he spiral arteries of the ovary (Reynolds , 19 47) (Figur es 
45/8 ' , 47/8 ', 48/8 ' ). From the l atter, numerous slender 
vessels are gi ven off . They cours e in a tortuous manner to the 
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cortical zon e forming a wreath around the f ollicles (Figure 
49/8") . The others are poorly deve l oped but numerous and 
follow two routes . Several of them cours ed ventrolaterally in 
the mesosalpinx and were directed cranially and caudally to 
the bursa ovarica, fimbri a and crani al and middle thirds of 
the uterine tube. The remaining r an ventrocaudally and anasto-
mosed with the cranial branches of the A. u terina media, 
forming an arteria l pl exus a l ong the middle and cranial thirds 
j' 
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of the uterine tub e (Figure 44/Sir) o From this anastomotic 
plexus, slender vessels were given off which suppli ed the 
di s t a l third of the uterine tube . The caudal, t erminal 
branches of the A. utero -ovarica can be considered as the Rami 
tubo-uterini, dep ending upon the area supplied and the di spo-
s i t i on of the vessel. 
The A. iliaca interna (Figures 3/33; 4/33, 23 /33) arose 
as on e t erminal br anch of the abdominal aorta , 1-1.5 cm after 
the origi n of the A. i liaca externa , at the l evel of the l ast 
lumbar ver t ebra . Each passed caudodorsally in the fatty tissue 
under the wing of the sacrum to r each the greater i schiatic 
notch. At this point it l eft the pelvic cavi ty and coursed on 
the superfici a l face of the wide pelvic ligament . Here it 
described a caudodistal arch being covered by t he Mm. glutei, 
M. biceps femori s and M. semitendinosus . It en ded as the A. 
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pudenda interna (Figures 3/60, 23/60) and A. glutea caudalis 
(Figures 3/74, 23/74) at the middle third between the ace -
tabulum and tuber i schii. 
The A0 iliaca interna supplied the genital tract and the 
struc tures r e l a t ed to it by means of its collateral branches, 
which came off its ventral wall and are known as the visceral 
branches of the A. iliaca interna, and also by its terminal 
branches, the A. pudenda interna. The visceral branches are 
as follows: 
The A. umbilicalis (Figures 3/34, 23/34) was gi ven off 
from the ventral wall of the A. iliaca interna, 3 rrnn t o 107 cm 
from the origin of the latter. It averaged 3 mm in peripheral 
diameter. I n both male and female, the vess el passed, embedded 
in the peritoneum, along the lateral wall of the pelvic inlet. 
It then coursed laterally to the ureter and turned somewhat 
cranially to r each the crani al edge of the l ateral ligament of 
the urinary bladder . After giving off the A. v esicalis 
craniali s to the urinary bladder (3/35) it became the ligament 
t er es (or round ligament) of the bladder . The A. umbilicalis 
in the mal e gave off the A. defer entialis (3/36) which corre -
sponds to the A. uterina media in the f emale ( 23/36) . 
The A. deferentialis arose either from the medial or from 
the caudal wall of the parent vesselo It left the A. 
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umbilicalis 4 rmn to 1 cm aft er the ori gin of the l atter. It 
averaged 103 rmn i n its outside diameter . I t descended in a 
ventrocraniolateral directi on lateral to the s eminal vesicle 0 
Then it turned caudally and gave off a s l ender branch, the 
Ramus uretericus (3/37), which ran to the ureter . Afterwards, 
the main v essel continued l aterally to the A. umbilicalis and 
approached the entrance of the inguinal canal. Being a com-
ponent of the spermatic cord, i t descended in the inguinal 
canal dors al t o the ductus deferens . On r eaching the middle 
third of the inguinal canal, i t s tarted to divide successivel y 
into o ther branch es which were maintained toge ther by t he 
visceral l ayer of the vaginal proc ess . They pursu ed a fl exuous 
cours e a l ong the ductus defe~ens t oward the epididymi s and , 
after passing between t he medial f ace of it and the t esticl e , 
r eached the tail (c ap-like) of the epididymis and pierced it, 
gi ving off branches which supply this region . 
During this course, the Ao deferentialis exchanged anasto -
motic branches with the A. spermatica interna and enter ed in 
the formation of the A. accessoria t esticulari s (17/5 ' ) o 
The A. uterina media (Figur es 23 / 36, 42/36, 45/36 , 58/36), 
in the f emale, corresponds to the A. defer entialis of the mal e . 
Although they have t he same origin, the average of their 
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outside diameters were different. The A. uterina media was 
2 mm in peripheral diameter and the A. deferentialis was 103 mm. 
The diameter varied according to the extent of the area it 
supplied . It was the principal artery to the uterine horns, 
the caudal third of the uterine tube, and the body and cervix 
of the uterus. 
It l eft the A. umbilicalis loS to 2.5 cm from the origin 
of the latter. It averaged 2 mm in its peripheral diameter . 
It had a tortuous cranioventral course in the medial side of 
the broad ligament and crossed the deep face of the ureter, 
thereby giving off the Ramus ureteri cus to the l atter . It then 
approached the middle part of the cranial third of the broad 
ligament and usually divided into t wo main branches (23/36 ', 
58/36'), one directed slightly cranially to the anterior part 
of the ligament, and the other toward the midd l e and c audal 
thirds of the same. These branches divided as soon as possible 
into primary branches (Figures 23/36", 42/36", 58/36" ), which 
ran in a flexuous course toward the small curvatur e of the 
uterine horn . In two uteri of young femal es the course of 
these arteries was straight. Communicating branches between 
them and slender collateral branches supplying the broad 
ligament were usually observed (Figure 23/36'~) . 
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As soon as the primary branches reached the l esser curva -
ture of the uterine horn, each divided into two s econdary 
branches (Figures 23/36 ' '', 58/36 ' ' 1 ) which anastomos ed with 
the adjacent ones to f orm a s eries of arcades, similar to those 
of the Aa. j ejunales (Figure 59) . The most cranial branch 
anas tomosed with the Rami tubouterini of the A. u t ero - ovarica 
(Figures 23/36v, 43/36v) and the most caudal with the Rami 
cervico-uterini (A. uterina caudal is) of the A. ure t hrogeni -
talis (Figures 23/36V ' , 42/36v', 60/36v') . From thes e arcades, 
Ramuli uterini were given off (Lange , 1959) (Figures 23/36V' ', 
58/36V'' , 59/36v'' ) . These entered into the wall of the uteri ne 
horn in a tortuous cours e in sows and in a straight course in 
gilts. 
The A. ure throgenitalis arose from the ventral wall of the 
A. iliaca interna just opposite to the origin of the A. glutea 
cranialis, 1 . 0 to 1.4 cm befor e the parent vess e l l eft the 
pelvic cavity (Figures 3 / 40, 23/40, 42/40) . It averaged 2 . 5 mm 
i n peripheral diameter . In the female, it passed in a caudo-
ventral direction toward the dorsal bord er of the cranial third 
of the vagina on the c audal border of the broad ligament of the 
uterus . It furni shed a cranial branch which ran cranio-
ventr ally to supply the broad ligament. In the male it 
supplied the retroperitonea l ti s su e . The A. ure throgenitalis 
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divided into two branches , cranial and caudal (Figures 3 / 41, 
3/51, 23/41, 23/51) . In the femal e , the crani al branch 
(Figures 23/41, 60/41) ran slightly cranioventrally and immedi -
ately split up into a clus t er of vessels. It supplied the 
cervix and the body of the uterus, the neck of the urinary 
bladder, the urethra, the distal end of the ureter, the vagina 
and the fatty tis sue which surrounds the lateral and ventral 
wall of the pelvic cavity . The following arteries are 
fu r nished by the cranial branch: 
The Rami uterini (Lange , 1959) (Figures 23/50, 60/50) 
continued craniolaterally on the lateral wall of the c ervix 
and pierced it and the body of the uterus. One of these rami 
(the Rami cervicouterini, Lange, 1959) was seen to course along 
the ventral face of the uterus to anastomos e with the last 
c aud al branch of the A. uterina media (Figures 23 /50', 60/50 1 ). 
The A. vesicalis caud alis (23/47) cours ed in a cranio-
ventra l direction toward the neck of the urinar y bladder and 
anastomosed with the A. ves icalis cranialis. It was noted that 
a sl ender vess el, Ramus ure t ericus, after departing from the 
later al side of the parent vessel, extended t o the ureter to 
anastomose with the Ramus ure t ericus of the A. uterina media 
(Figure 23/48). The A. vesicalis caudalis a l so furnished a 
s l ender branch to the urethra and anastomosed with the Ramus 
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urethralis (Lange , 1959) and the A. urethralis of the A. pudenda 
interna . From this anastomosis a delicate vesse l passed to the 
fatty tissue of the pelvic cavity and anastomosed with a branch 
of the Ramus obturatorius of the A. profunda f emoris . 
The Ramus ure thralis (Lange , 1959) (Figures 23/43, 65/43) 
ran caudoventrally and laterally to the vagina t oward the 
urethra. It supplied the cranial and middle thirds of the 
f ema l e urethra and anastomosed with the A. urethralis which is 
derived from the A. pudenda interna and A. vesicalis caudalis. 
The Rami vaginalis (Figures 23/42, 65/42) ran caudally on 
the latera l wall of the vagina . It supplied the cranial and 
middle thirds of the vagina. It anastomosed with vaginal 
branches given off by the cauda l branch of the parent vesse l . 
The caud al branch (Figures 23/51, 42/51, 60/51) (A . 
perinea lis of Preuss , 1959 and Lange , 1959) appeared to be the 
continuation of the A. urethrogenitalis. The ou tside diameter 
of this artery wa s 2 . 2 mm while that of the cranial branch was 
1 . 8 mm . The peripheral di ame t ers, a l so of the l eft and right 
arteries were variable, even in the same anima l. In three of the 
five s pecimens studied, the l eft artery was larger than its fel -
low of the opposite side and was ext ended to the perineum. In 
the r emaining t wo , the right vessel assumed the previous l y re-
f erred to disposition. It coursed a l ong the dorsal border of the 
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vagina and vestibule of the vu l va . It then inclined medially 
and continued to the r ec tum and vulva, med i al to the M. con-
strictor vestibuli to r each the Mo constrictor vulvae , where 
it div ided and formed an arterial circle (Figures 66, 67, 68 , 
69) . It supplied the ventral third of the Mm . sphincter ani 
internus and externus, r espectively , as well as the f atty 
tis sues and skin of the perinea l r egion. 
Throughou t ~ts course, it gave off twigs whi ch suppli ed 
t he midd l e and caud al thirds of the vagina. About 1.5 cm 
from its origin, it gave off a collateral branch which ran 
caudoventrally and anas t omosed with the A. pudenda interna 
(Fi gures 23/53 , 67/53) o 
In the male, the A. urethrogenitalis ended laterally to 
the apex of the seminal vesicle , as two branches , like thos e 
of its counterpart in the female, the anterior and posterior 
branches (Figures 3/41, 3/51) . 
The former (Figures 3/41, 4/41) proceeded cranioventrally 
t oward the base of the seminal vesic l e in whi ch t hey ramified . 
In their course, they pass ed on the l ateral face of the gl and 
and gave off, i n succession, the fo llowing main vessel s : 
The Ramus prostaticus was l arge and arose in common wi th 
the A. vesicalis caudalis from the ventra l wal l of the parent 
vessel (Figur es 3/42, 4/42) . It passed ventrally t o t he dorsa l 
fac e of the prostate gland where it divided into two branches . 
One of them coursed crani oventrally to anastomose with the 
collateral branch t o the seminal vesicle , forming an arterial 
ar ch up to the prostat e gland (Figure 4/ 43). The other r an 
slightly dorsocaudally and anastomosed in an arc ade with the 
branches directed to t he pros t ate gl and by the c audal branch 
of the A. urethrogenitalis (Figure 4/44) . From those arches, 
branches passed to the gl and and al so to the urethra and 
contributed to form a network with the urethral branches comi ng 
fr om the A. vesicalis caudalis and those of the caudal branch 
of the A. ure throgenitalis (Figure 4/ 46). This arterial net-
work , l ying on the dorsolateral and ventr al fac es of the 
urethra, anas t omosed with its f ellow of the opposite side . 
The A. vesicali s caudali s (Figures 3/ 47 , 4/47) coursed 
ventral l y to the neck of the urinary bladder . I t gave off 
anastomotic branches to the arterial ne t work of the ure thr a . 
The Ramus uret ericus was a slender branch directed to 
the medial fac e of the dis tal end of the ureter (Fi gures 
3 / 48, 4/48). 
The branch to the seminal vesicle was l ar ger and ar ose 
from the ventra l wall of the parent vessel (Figures 3/49, 
4 / 49). It described a flexuous course and pierced the capsular 
tissue of the gl and . It gave off collateral branches which 
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were directed to the prostate gland and anastomosed with the 
Ramus prostaticus. 
The defer ential branch arose a t the l eve l of the base of 
the seminal vesicle (Figure 3/50) o It pas s ed tortuously on 
the medial fac e of the ductus def er ens . It supplied the 
cranial third of the ductus deferens and usu ally anastomosed 
with the Ao defer entialis o 
The caudal branch of the A. urethrogenitalis (Figures 
3/51, 4/51) may b e r egarded as the direct continuation of the 
parent vesselo Like its counterpart in the female (A. peri-
nealis), it showed variations in diamet er with that of the 
cranial branch. It averaged 2.5 mm while the cranial branch 
showed 2 mm in its outside diamet er. Variations in size 
be tween the l eft and the right arter y in the same animal have 
als o been noted. In four out of five specimens, the left 
artery was more developed than its fellow of the opposite sid e o 
In these specimens the l ef t artery was a unilateral branch 
which assumed the blood supply of the medial face of the bulbo-
ure thral gl ands (Gett y, 1955). 
The right artery was limited to supply the corresponding 
M. retractor penis and the lateral face of the gl and. The 
right vessel assumed the disposition of the above mentioned 
l ef t vessel in the other specimeno 
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The caudal branch coursed backwards to pierce the fatty 
tissue which separated the bulbourethral glands. In this short 
course it gave off two collateral branches (Figures 3/52, 4/52) 
which were directed cranioventrally and anastomosed with each 
other and with the Ramus prostaticus of the cranial branch 
forming an arterial arch of the prostate and the cranial 
thirds of the urethra. From this arch arterial vessels passed 
to the prostate gland and to the urethra . Those to the latter 1'-J 
I ·• 
I· 
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contributed to form the arterial network of the urethra . Some 
of these vessels passed to the retroperitoneal tissue which 
surrounds the entrance of the pelvic inlet . It was seen that 
one of these vessels anastomosed with the cranial branch of the 
Ramus obturatorius of the A. femoris profunda (Figure 4/57). 
Just b efore it pierced the fatty tissue be t ween the bulbo-
urethral glands it gave off an anastomotic branch to the A. 
pud enda interna (Figures 3/53, 4/53). It coursed caudally 
between the ventral border of the gland and the urethra. 
Throughout its course it gave off dorsal, ventral, and medial 
branches . The dorsal branches ran along the lateral face of 
the gland and supplied it (Figure 3/54) . The ventral branches 
pierced the lateral wall of the middle and caudal thirds of the 
urethra (Figure 4/55). The medial branches supplied the ventro-
l ateral surface of the gland (Figure 4/56). 
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Between the two gl ands, embedded in the fatty tissue, the 
artery continued caudally to terminate by dividing into two 
branches which anastomosed with the A. pudenda interna 
(Figure 4/58). 
Throughout this course it gave off a collateral branch to 
the M. r etractor penis and branches to the medial wall of the 
bulbourethral gland (Figure 4/59). 
The A. pudenda interna (Figures 3/60, 4/60, 23 /60, 42/60) 
arose as the terminal branch of the A. iliaca interna at the 
l evel of the l esser ischiatic notch or cranial to it. It 
averaged 2.2 mm in its peripheral diameter. From its origin 
it ran toward the pelvic cavity. It coursed caudoventrally 
toward the ischial arch. In the femal e it pursued the retro-
peritoneal tissue on the lateral wall of the rectum and vagina. 
Along its course it gave off the following collateral branches: 
The Rami muscular es to the M. obturator internus. 
The A. urethralis (Figure 23/61) arose from the parent 
vessel, either independently or by a common trunk with the A. 
bulbi vestibuli. It arose, in two specimens, by means of a 
common unilateral (left side) trunk. The A. urethralis coursed 
cranially toward the lateral wal l of the urethra . It ended by 
means of twigs which anastomosed with those of its opposite 
side, thereby forming an arterial plexus on the lateral wall 
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of the caudal third of the urethra. It was obs erved that a 
branch, after arising from the A. ure thralis, anastomos ed with 
the A. urethrogenitalis (Figures 23/61', 67/61'). 
The A. bulbi vestibuli (Figure 23/63) a t first ran 
caudally on the lateral wal l of the vagina, and then toward the 
vestibul ar bulb. 
The Rami ves tibular es (Figure 23/62') arose immediately 
after the origin of the preceding vess el. The A. pudenda 
interna gave off a common branch for the origin of the Rami 
vestibulares. These branches were directed caudally and toward 
the M. constrictor vestibuli. Some of them anastomosed with 
the Rami ves tibulares which were given off by the A. perinealis 
(A . urethrogenitalis). In three specimens the common branch 
gave off the A. profunda clitoridis. This variation was 
encounter ed in one specimen on the right side and in the other 
two on the left. 
The A. profunda clitoridis (Figure 23/62") aros e from the 
caudal branch of the parent vessel or from the common branch 
(Figure 23/62) of origin for the Rami vestibulares . It ran 
ventrally and slightly cranial t oward the crura of the clitoris. 
The A. dorsalis clitoridis can be considered as a col-
lateral branch from the extrapelvic origin of the A. pudenda 
interna (Figure 23/68). In fact, it arose from the parent 
) i 
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vessel in the r egi on of the fatty tissu e which surrounds, 
ventrally, the ischi a l arch . It coursed caudally on the l atera l 
wall of the body of the c l itor is and pierced it. In two speci-
mens, i t was observed that t he A. dorsalis cli t oridis of each 
side aros e fr om a common trunk from the l eft A. pudenda 
i nterna. 
The A. pudenda interna ended by anastomos i ng with the A. 
pudend a ext erna. Variations r e l a t ed to the t er mination of t he 
f ormer vesse l were observed. In t wo of the three cas es , the 
right A. pudenda interna formed an anastomos i s wi th its counter-
part, just after l eaving the pe l v i c cavity. In this cas e , the 
l eft vessel, after giving off a common t runk to the A. dors alis 
clitoridis, divid ed into t wo branches which diver ged to anasto-
mos e with the branches coming from the A. pud enda ext erna 
(Figures 40, 41). 
The A. pud enda interna in t he male (Figures 3/60, 4/60) 
supplied, mainly, the peni s and the structures r e lated t o it. 
It continued ventra l ly t owar d the ischia l arch, pas s ing be t ween 
the bulbour e thra l g land and the deep f ace of the M. obtur a t or 
i nternus . It was embedded by the fatty tissue of t he i schio-
r ec tal f ossa and was r e lated cranially to the vein and nerve 
(N. pudendus). In the specimens in which the V. pudenda i nterna 
was double , one of t hem was cranial to the artery . In its 
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course, the arte r y gave off a slender r amifyi ng vesse l and 
f inally entered into the M. obturator internus and bu lbo-
urethral g l and . In two of the five specimens, the A. pud end a 
interna gave off the A. hemorrhoidalis caudalis . The l a t ter 
was seen to arise fr om the caudal wall of the vesse l 1 to 
I 
1 . 3 cm from the ori gin of the parent vessel . The A. pudenda 
interna , just dorsal to the i schi a l arch, furnished t wo main 
vesse l s whi ch ar ose from i ts cranial and c auda l walls . The 
I 
former proceeded to an as t omose with the A. urethrogeni talis 
along the ventral border of the bulbourethra l gland. Vari -
a tions i n its origin h ave been noted. In one of the five 
specimens, this branch came from the medial wall of the A. 
pudenda interna and divided i nto branches . They anastomosed 
with the A. ure throgenitalis on the ventral border and b ehind 
the posterior end of the bu l bourethra l gland . I n two spec i mens 
this vesse l came off from the branch which arose from the 
caudal wal l of the A. pudenda i nterna (Figure 4/66) . _The 
l at t er branch of the parent vesse l was relatively l arger than 
the preceding vessel, ran caudally and divided i mmediate ly 
into a cluster of branches med i a l to the origin of the M. 
i schi ocavernosus . The branches are as fol l ows : 
The Aa . bulbi urethrae (Figure 3/61) pierced the urethra l 
bulb after a short course. It supplied the i psolateral s ide of 
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the erectile tissue which forms t he bulb, and the cavernosus 
bodies of the ure thra . 
The Aa. profundi penis (Figure 3/62) ran caud ally and 
pierced the albuginea of the crus penis on its medial side o 
They suppli ed the corpus cavernosus of the peni so In on e speci-
men one of them r ec eived a t erminal branch of the A. glutea 
caud alis . 
The Rami musculares (Figure 3/63) ran toward the lateral 
face of the M. bulbocavernosus and deep face of the Mo ischio-
cavernosus. The Rami perinei (Fi gure 4/64) arose dorsal to the 
origin of the Aa. bulbi urethrae . They ran dorsocaudally and 
passed to the perineal r egion be t ween the M. retractor penis 
and the M. sphincter ani externus supplying the Mo ischio-
urethralis (Figure 4/65)o At the l eve l of the caudal third of 
the bulbourethral gland , communicating branches t o the Ao 
urethrogenitalis were gi ven off. 
The A. pudenda intern a , as it continued on the medial face 
of the M. ischiocavernosus , gave off a branch directed to the 
fascia of the scrotum (Figure 3/ 67)o This vess el anastomosed 
wi th the caudal branch of the A. pudenda externa . The main 
vess el then t erminated as the A. dorsali s peni s (Fi gur e 4/68) 
in one of the followi ng ways: 
J 
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In t wo of the five specimens, the right and l eft A. 
pudenda interna cours ed on the lateral fac e on the proximal end 
of the penis. Approaching the dors al face of the fir s t b end 
of the sigmoid fl exure they anastomosed and then continued as 
a singl e vess el, the Ao dorsalis peniso 
In one of the five specimens, the right A. pudenda interna 
became the A. dorsalis penis. Its l eft counterpart r eached the 
M. ischiocavernosus and pierced the albuginea of the corre -
sponding cavernosus body of the penis. 
In two of the five specimens the l eft A. pudenda interna 
continued as the A. dorsalis penis, while its counterpart 
showed the same dispos ition tha t the l eft A. pudenda interna 
showed in the above mentioned way o In one of the two latter 
specimens the right Ao pudenda interna furnished the anasto-
motic branches to the A. pudenda ext erna. 
The A. dorsalis penis followed the mid-dors a l f ace of the 
-
penis , medial to its s a t ellite vein (Figures 4/68 , 21/68) . 
After passing the s econd bend of the sigmoid fl exure , it 
divided into right and l eft branches (Figures 4/69, 2lb/69)o 
The l eft branch was more devel oped than its f ellow of the 
opposi te s ide . Each gave off a s l ender ves se l t o the M. r e -
tractor penis (Fi gure 4/70) and passed diagonally to the 
ventral surface of the penis (Fi gure 22/69). It then cour sed 
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ventrol aterally distal to the f ornix of the prepuce wher e it 
di vid ed i nto preputial, superfic i al and deep branches . The 
preputia l branch (Fi gure 4/71) pi erced the preputi a l sheath 
and ran fl exuously forward to end in twigs . Some of them 
anastomosed with the r ecurrent artery of the shea th of t he 
penis, the A. pudenda ext erna . The superf i cial branch (Fi gure 
4/ 72) foll owed dorsolaterally distal to the twisted par t of 
the penis . It c ours e d be tween the internal (v i sceral) sheath 
of the pr epuce and the albuginea of the penis . The third or 
dee p branch pierc ed the albuginea to r each the corpus caver -
nosus penis (Figur e 4/ 73) . 
The A. hemorrhoida lis caudalis (Figures 3/75, 23/75) aros e 
either from the A. glutea caudalis , 1 to 1. 5 cm from the 
origin of the l atter, or as a collateral branch of the A. pu-
denda interna . I t averaged 1 . 5 mm in peripheral diame t er . In 
the f emale, i t r an ventrocaudally , pass ing be tween the r ec tum 
and Mm . obturator internus and i schi ococcygeus . It furnished 
them by means of collateral twigs . After approaching the v entra l 
borde r of the r ec tum, the vessel divided into a cluster of 
branches . They were directed to supply the M. constrictor 
vu l vae and M. vestibuli and M. sphincter ani ext ernus and 
s phincter ani internus . Some of these branches passed t o the 
perineum . 
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In the male it supplied the bulbourethral gland (Figure 
3/77), the M. bulbocavernosus , the M. i schi ococcygeus (Figure 
3/78) , and the perineum (Figure 3/76) (A. perinei). 
Veins 
The draining of the venous blood from the mammary gl and 
of the female and the prepuce of the male was accomplished by 
the tributaries of the Vv . thoracica interna and pudenda 
externa. 
The V. thor acica interna (Figure 8/84) . The two 
tributaries , the V. epi gastrica cranialis, from the abdominal 
wall, and the V. musculophrenica, from the medial side of the 
costal arch, j oined at the l eve l of the l ast costostern al 
articulation t o form the V. thoracica interna. It coursed as 
a satelli te of the A. thoracica interna under the M. trans-
versus thoracis toward the thoracic inlet . It empti ed into 
the V. cava cranialis, med i a l t o the f irs t rib. In its 
course, the v ein r eceived the veins corresponding t o branches 
of the artery to the mammary gland . By means of these vesse l s 
the medial and lateral surfaces of the 1st pair of mammary 
glands were drained. 
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The tributaries of the V. thoracica interna. The 
musculophrenic vein corresponds to the artery of the same name. 
It drained the l a t eroventral area of the M. diaphragma and the 
medial aspect of the costal arch. 
The V. epigastrica cranialis (Figures 26/87, 27/87) was 
much larger than the preceding vein and the V. thoracica 
-.(I 
interna appeared to be the direc t continuation of the former. 
The V. epigastrica cranialis consisted of two v eins, t he medial 
and lateral veins connected by means of anastomotic bridges. 
l.J Both ran forward on either sid e of the corresponding ar ter y and 
anastomosed while approaching the t horacic cavity . Near the 
entrance of the thoracic cavity, the medial vein received the 
V. subcutanea abdominis as a tributary vein. The V. epi-
... 
gastrica cranialis received the drainage from the parts of the 
mammary glands and prepuce (medial roots) which were supplied 
by the A. epigastrica cranialis . By means of these satellite 
vessels, it was also connected with the V. subcutanea abdominis 
(Figures 14/89, 26/89, 28/89) . The roots of the V. epi-
gastrica cranialis anastomosed with the roots of the V. 
epigastrica caudalis. 
The V. subcutanea abdominis was a l arge tributary of the 
V. epigastrica cranialis, and , in genera l, did not accompany 
any artery (Figures 13/97, 26/97) . It coursed cranially in the 
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fatty tissue of the ventral wall of the abdomen. It extended 
fr om the interf emor al space and curved s lightly l a t er odors ally 
toward the infrasternal f ossa (Figur es 29/97, 30/97) . The two 
Vv. subcutanei ab dominis c onnec t ed by anas tomotic bridges 
(Figures 26/97", 30/97"). Later ally, each r eceived radicl es 
fr om the caudal root of the V. pud enda ext erna, V. circumflexa 
f emoris medialis, V. saphen a parv a and the V. saphen a magna 
(Figures 31/97 ' , 31/97v', 34/97V'). In its caudocranial 
cours e , the V. subcutane a abdominis connected the roots of the 
cranial tributaries of the V. pudenda externa (Figures 32 / 20, 
33/20) . In the f emale , on its ventromedial side , the v ess el was 
still an as tomos ed with it s counterpart by communicating bridges 
which form a n e t work in the fatty tissu e . They drained the medial 
and later al as pect s of the mammary gl and, the f a t t y tissue and 
the skin of the r egi on. In the mal e , it r ec ei ved a l ar ge tribu -
tary which dr ained a l arge venous pel xus . This plexus surround-
ed, super f ici ally , the ventr al as pect of the preputia1 cavity 
( Fi gure 7/19) . In this plexus t he radic l es , which drained the 
v entral and later al aspects of the preputi al orifice , conver ged. 
The V. subcutanea abdominis gradu ally incr eased in diamet er, 
r eceiving a l a t er al vein, fr om the cranial aspect of the thigh, 
at the l eve l of the beginning of the "knee" f old" It then 
continued later ally t o the abdominal and thoracic mammary 
- l 
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glands . It collected several tributaries from t he lateral 
aspect of the mammary glands and from t he l ateral wall of t he 
abdomen (Figures 26/97IV, 35/97 IV). Near the i nfrasternal 
fossa, it r eceived a tributary (Figures 26/97V, 36/97V , 
37 / 97V) which, after coursing deeper along the median line, 
became superficial and drained the medi al aspect of the 2nd , 
3rd and 4th mammary glands . In the male, it drained t he 
fatty tissu e, Mm. praeputiales craniales, and the umbilicus. 
This vein , in some specimens , was single and joined either t he 
l ef t or right V. subcutanea abdominis. At t he l evel of the 
infrasternal fo ssa t he latter vessel pierced the muscul ar wall 
and j oined the medial vein of the Vv . epi gastrici craniales. 
The V. pudenda externa consisted of two veins which wer e 
connected at places by anastomotic bridges (Figures 7/15, 
25 /15, 39/15). The vei ns coursed parallel to the corr espondi ng 
ar t ery in the inguinal canal . It was observed (Figure 6), in 
one of ten specimens, that the right vessels were tributaries 
of the Truncus pudendoepigastricus, while those of the left 
s ide j oined the V. iliaca externa and V. femoralis. I n four 
specimens, the vesse l s of both sides were affluents of the V. 
femoralis and the V. profunda fernoris . In two specimens , the 
right vess els showed the same disposition as the preceding 
vessels , while their counterparts j oined the V. femoralis . In 
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one specimen, the right vessels empti ed into the V. profunda 
femoris, whereas the left vessels discharged into the V. femo-
ralis and the V. profunda femoris. In one specimen, the right 
vessels j oin ed the V. femoralis while their counterparts termin-
ated in the V. femoralis and V. profunda femoris. In the last 
specimen, the right vessel emptied in the V. femoralis and V. 
profunda femoris whereas the l eft vessels were tributaries of 
the Truncus pudendoepigas tricus. 
In the female, the cranial and caudal vessels joined the V. 
pudenda externa, medial to the Lnn . inguinales superficiales, 
(Figures 25/16, 25/21, 39/16, 39/21). The cranial root was com-
posed of two vessels plac ed on each side of the lateral cranial 
branch of the A. pudenda externa. The venous radic l es followed, 
generally, the course and ramifications of the satellite artery 
and anastomosed with the V. subcutanea abdomi ni s and Vv. epi-
gastrici cranialis. 
The cranial root coursed deeper in the fatty tissue, later-
a l to the rows of the mammary glands. It received t wo tribu-
taries which coursed craniodorsolaterally to the median line. 
They drained the l ateral and medial aspects of the thr ee mammary 
glands and connected the V. pudenda externa to the V. subcu-
tanea abdorninis (Figures 26 / 20, 32/20, 33/20). They may b e 
considered as mammary veins, in agreement with Bickhardt (1961). 
-·I 
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Near the Lnn. inguinales superficiales, the cranial root 
also received tributaries which followed the ramifications of 
the middle cranial and medial cranial branches of the A. 
pudenda externa . 
The right and left caudal roots of the V. pudenda externa 
were formed by a common trunk (Figures 40/25, 41/25). The 
latter anastomosed with the V. pudenda interna in the perineal 
region and received a single v essel which drained the fatty 
tissue and the perivulvar tis s ues (Figure 38/82) . Each caudal 
root coursed forward in the interfemora l space . It received, 
l aterally, aff luents which drained the subcutaneous tissue of 
the dorsomedial side of the thigh . By means of the affluents 
the vessel was anastomos ed with the V. s ubcutanea abdominis, V. 
profunda f emoris, V. circumflexa femoris medialis and V. saphena 
parva. On its medial sid e , it connected with its c ounterpart by 
anastomotic bridges . The caudal root, in its further c ourse , 
accompanied the caudal branch of the A. pudenda ext erna t o the 
inguinal region wher e it b ecame a paired vessel. It r ec e i ved a 
tributary which came fr om the fatty tissue and fr om the Lnn. 
inguinales superficiales . 
In the male, thre e tributari es , the lateral cranial , the 
medial cranial, and the caudal roots, usually j oined the V. pu-
denda externa medial to the Lnn. inguinales superficia l es 
(Figures 7/16, 7/18, 7/21). 
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The lateral cranial root was poorly developed 0 Its 
cours e and distribution wer e similar to thos e of the cranial 
root of the Vo pudenda externa in the f emal e . 
The l eft medial cranial root and the right one were satel -
lites of the corresponding branches of the Ao pudenda externa . 
The distribution of these roots accompanied the ramifications 
of the corresponding artery . In the specimens in which the 
medial cranial branch of the A. pudenda ex t erna was better 
developed, the vein extended from the superfici al ventral 
aspect of the preputial cavity . It coursed parallel to the 
satellite artery in the s eptum of the preputial diverticulum. 
Further, it continu ed laterally to the preputial sheath of the 
penis to the inguinal r egi on. Variable numbers of radicles, 
from the venous plexus of the preputial c avity (Figure 7/19), 
joined the medial cranial branch of the V. pudenda ex t erna. 
This v enous plexus may b e r egarded as the ventral venous 
pl exus of the sheath of the bovine penis (Ashdown, 1958). The 
plexus was laid around the preputial orifice and extended 
caudally be tween the two r ecurrent arteries of the sheath. At 
the l evel of the fornix , slender r adicles connected the plexus 
with the ventral branch of the V. dor salis penis . The medial 
cranial root dr ained the f a tty tis sue , the skin, the preputial 
tis su es of the preputi al cavity, the sheath of the penis and 
., I 
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the middle and cranial parts of the suspensory ligament of the 
penis, and was connected with the Vo subcutanea abdominis. 
The caudal root (Figures 7/21, 9/21) coursed paralle l to 
the satellite artery, enclosed in the fatty tissu e of the 
interfemoral spaceo It extended from t he septum scroti to 
the inguinal r egi on, crossing the medial aspect of the sper -
matic cord. Two veins, the l ateral and medial r oo ts, j oined 
the caudal root of the V. pudenda ext erna in the septum scr oti . 
The distribution of these r oots followed the cours e and ramifi -
cations of the accompanying caudal branch of the A. pudenda 
externa . A large radicle, which drained the tis sues around the 
i nsertion of the M. cremaster externus, joined t he c aud al r oot 
at the l evel of the cranial aspect of the septum s croti . Near 
the ca~dal border of the spermatic cord it r ec eived the scrotal 
root of the V. pudend a interna ( Fi gure 7/25) . The c aud al r oot, 
in its further c ours e , was connected with its counterpart and 
collected a superficial tributary which drained in the scrotal 
f old and anastomosed with t he r oo ts of the V. subcutanea 
abdominis, V. circumf l exa femoris medialis and V. profunda 
femor i s. Befor e r eaching the inguinal r egion the vess e l became 
paired and the corresponding v essels were placed on either side 
of the satellite artery. They r ecei ved radicles which came 
from the Lnn. inguinal es superfi c i a l es . 
r ' ,. • • ·~ • •• 
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The V. spermatica ext erna (Figure 7/12) draine d the M. 
cremaster ext ernus in both the mal e and f emale. It coursed 
craniodorsally along the M. cremaster externus. The distribu -
tion of its radicles was similar to that of their satellite 
arteries . In the mal e the radicles wer e connected with the 
radicles of the caudal root of the V. pudenda ext erna. In its 
cranial third the V. spermatica externa usually became a paired 
vessel. It joined the V. pudenda externa . In one out of ten 
specimens, the v ess el of the right side joined the V. circum-
fl exa ilium profund a . 
The venous drainage of the testicle , epididymis and ductus 
deferens was performed by the V. spermatica interna and the V. 
def er entialis . 
The V. spermatica interna (Figure 7/5), one of the 
components of the sperma tic cord, consisted of various vessels 
which extended craniodors ally to the vertex of the pampiniform 
plexus through the inguinal c anal. The vess el cours ed cranio -
laterally to the s eminal vesicle . In this cours e it was 
embedded in the plica v asculosa and connected the V. def er -
entialis by a communicati ng branch. The V. s per matica interna 
then pass ed medial to the ur e t er r ecei v ing the V. ves ic alis 
craniales. The V. sperma t ica interna may join the V. iliaca 
communis and the V. c ava caudalis or the V. c i rcumflexa i l ium 
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profunda. In three out of five specimens, the V. spermatica 
interna on both sides , joined the V. cava caudalis; in one 
specimen the right vessel joined the V. iliaca communis while 
the left went to the V. cava caudalis; and in the last speci-
men the l eft vein joined the V. circumflexa ilium profunda and 
the right one terminated in the V. cava c audalis. The pampini-
form pl exus (Figures 7/7, 17/7) was formed by numerous radicles 
which were derived from the t esticle and the epididymis. The 
radicles of the t esticle (Vv. t esti culares) (Figure 7/8) r an 
parallel into the albuginea at the l ateral and medial fac es of 
the testicle toward its cranial border. At this point they 
became f l exuous and joined the radicles coming from the medial 
face of the epididymis to form a complicated venous network 
arrangement, whi ch enlaced the tortuous cours e of the A. 
spermatica interna. 
The V. def er entialis drained the duc tus def er ens (Figure 
7/36). It coursed al ong with the satellite artery in the 
inguinal canal in a craniodors al direc tion to the abdominal 
cavity . In its cours e , it was connect ed with the satellite 
vein of the defer ential branch of the A. urethrogenitalis. The 
V. def er entialis, after l eaving the ingu inal canal, gave off 
an anastomotic vein to the V. spermatica interna . In the 
abdominal cavity, it was seen accompani ed by the corresponding 
~ .:-.-- -..: " ..... -__ .. _.._ 
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artery on the lateral face of the ligament of the urinary 
bladder. At the level of the dorsal border of the ure t er it 
turned cranially and joined the V. vesicalis craniales (Figure 
7/35) o Before reaching the dorsal bord er of the ureter the V. 
deferentialis received a slender tributary which drained the 
tissues surrounding the A. deferentialis. 
The V. utero-ovarica in the f emal e corresponds to the V. 
spermatica interna in the mal e (Figures 25/5, 54/5, 62/5, 
63/5). It drained a pampiniform plexus found near the ovary . 
The V. utero-ovarica cours ed in the anterior bord er of the 
broad ligament of the uterus, embedded with its satellite 
artery. It followed the deep face of the ureter to join either 
the V. cava caudalis of the V. iliaca communis, or in one out 
of five specimens, it was noticed that the right V. utero-
ovarica emptied directly into the V. iliaca communis. In one 
out of four specimens examined, the left vein joined the V. 
uterina media and the latter then drained into the V. iliaca 
communis . The pampiniform pl exus is a triangular, vascular body 
embedd ed in the broad ligament of the uterus (Figures 25/7, 56/7, 
57/7, 61/7). It faced the ovary and the vertex is continued 
dorsally in the V. utero-ovarica. Small radicles from the 
roots of the V. uterina media and satellite radicles of the 
branches of the A. utero-ovarica constituted the 
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pampiniform plexus of the ovary . The course and dispositi on 
of these radicles resembl ed those of the satellite arteries . 
The Vo uterina media (Figure 5/36) coursed paralle l to 
the homologous artery embedded in the broad ligament of the 
uterus. It accompanied the deep face of the ure ter close to 
the V. utero-ovarica to empty into the V. iliaca communis. 
In one out of five specimens examined, the l eft veins joined 
the V. utero-ovarica. 
The roots of the V. uterina media had a conspicuous 
arrangement in the distal third of the broad ligament. They 
became plexiform and enlaced the branches of the satellite 
arterieso In the virgin uterus, it was poss ible to recognize 
that usually two roots, the caudal and the cranial, joined the 
V. uterina media (Figures 25 / 36', 25/36'r, 62/36' , 63/36'r) . The 
former coursed from the ventrocaud al third of the body of the 
uterus parallel to the A. uterina caudalis o Its radicles 
anastomosed with thos e which corresponded to the V. uterina 
caudalis and with the fellow of the opposite side a l ong the 
ventral wall of the body of the uterus. It thus dr ai ned the 
cauda l and middle thirds of the uterus . In its cranial cours e 
in the broad ligament, the caudal root received a large tribu -
t ary which extended from the cranial third of the ventral face 
of the body of the uterus . The radicles of this branch formed 
l 
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arcades on the mesometrial border of the uterine horn. Numer-
ous rootlets (Ramuli uterini) fr om the wall of the uterine horn 
drained into these arcades. 
The cranial root ran ventrally, contained within the broad 
l igament. Several r adicles which extended from the cranial, 
middle and caudal aspects of the uterine horn converged to the 
cranial root. These radicles , like those of the caud al root, 
formed arcades which drained the wall of the uterine horn 
I, 
(dista l arcades of Barone, e t al . 1962) . The most cranial 
radicles anastomosed with those of the V. utero- ovarica a l ong 
the uterine tube and on the tip of the uterine horn. Between 
the cranial and caudal r oo t s and the radicles of the Rami cervico-
uterini (V. uterina media), anastomotic bridges c ould be seen . 
The V. ure throgenitalis (Figure 7/40, 25/40), a l arge 
tributary of the V. iliaca interna, coursed within the retro-
peritoneal fatty tissu e l ocated laterally to the rectum. The 
v ein joined the ventral wall of the V. iliaca interna at the 
point where the latter approached the pelvic cavity . Two 
r oots , the cranial and caudal, joined the V. ure throgenitalis 
(Figures 7/41, 7/51) . The distribution of the cranial and 
caudal roots of the V. urethrogenitalis followed, in genera l, 
the ramifications of the satellite arteries . 
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In the male the cranial root (Figure 7/41) arose from the 
l ater al and ventral aspects of the seminal vesicl e , (Figure 
7/49), the ductus defer ens (Fi gure 7/50), the pros tate gl and 
(Figure 7/42), and the cranial third of the urethra (Figure 
7/47) o Several interlobular radicles of the seminal ves icl e 
joined it at the ventrolater al aspect (Figure 7/49) o They 
drained the l ateral and medial aspects of the gl andu l ar structure . 
Numerous small rootlets j oined these radicl es . The rootlets 
arose from the venous plexus which was form ed on the dorso -
l ateral aspect of the urethra and prostate gl and (Figure 7/46). 
The caudal root (Figure 7/51) was l arger than the cranial and 
was assumed to b e the main root of origin. The disposition of 
its radicle s was intricate, but the distribution of the caudal 
roots followed the same pattern as that of the corresponding 
satellite arterieso A large prostatic radicl e (Figur e 7/52), 
which coursed craniocaud ally drained the pros t ate gl and to j oin 
the caudal r oot . This vein received several- radicles from the 
dorso l atera l aspect of the s eminal v esicle . Its rootl ets wer e 
connected to those of the cranial r oot and also to the urethral 
pl exus . 
Two l arger radicles, which coursed along the lateral and 
medial faces of the bulbourethral gland, joined the cauda l 
root . The l ater al r adicle coursed on the l ateroventral aspect 
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of the bulbourethral gland (Figure 7/53) . I t drained the 
later al aspect of the gland and the middle and c auda l thirds 
of the urethra . Its rootlets anastomosed with thos e of the V. 
pudend a interna and with the Ramus obturatorius of the V. pro-
fund a femoris. The medial radicle (Figure 7/58) drained the 
medial side of the bulbourethral gland . It rec ei ved a tribu -
t ary from the M. r etractor penis. Both the right and l eft 
radicles wer e connected by anastomotic rootlets forming a 
plexus between the glands . 
The urethral plexus (Figures 7/46, 25/46) i s formed by the 
r adicles which drained the lateral and dorsa l aspects of the 
cranial and middle thirds of the urethra. It was drained by 
the rootlets of the V. vesicalis cranialis and the cranial root 
of the V. urethrogenitalis . I ts middle third was drained by 
the rootlets from the caudal branch of the V. ure throgenitalis 
and ventrolaterally by the rootlets of the V. obturatoria and 
to the Ramus obturatorius from the V. profunda femoris. 
In the female, t he V. ure throgenitalis, similar t o that of 
the male, was formed by two roots, the cranial and caudal roots 
(Figures 25/41 , 25/51) . The course of the cranial root and the 
distribution of its r adicles was similar to those of the satel -
lite arteries (Figure 64/41) . The uterine radicles drained the 
cervix of the uterus and anastomosed with the radicles of the 
I 
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V. uterina media, f orming the V. uterina caudalis (Figure 
25/50'). The vesicular r ad i cles (Figure 25/47) (V . vesicalis 
caudalis) drained the cranial third of the female ure thra and 
anastomosed with thos e of the V. ves icalis cranialis and with 
the radicles of the V. ure t erica. Communica ting veins were 
s een to anastomos e with the V. obturatoria, V. pudenda interna 
and with those of the Ramus obturatorius from the V. profunda 
femoris (Figure 25) . 
The cours e and distribution of the cauda l root resembled 
those of the satellite artery (Figure 65/51). It drained the 
vagina and the cranial portion of the vestibule of the vulva. 
The Vv. perinei, sate llites of the corresponding arteri es, 
joined the V. hemorrhoidalis caudalis and were anastomosed 
with the rootlets of the vein which superficial l y drained the 
perivulvar tissues (Vv . c audales laterales) (Figure 25 / 82). 
The V. pudenda interna was one of the largest tributaries 
of the V. iliaca interna. In the ma l e (Figure 7/60), it was 
formed at the leve l of the dorsomedial aspec t of the first bend 
of the sigmoid fl exure of the V. dorsalis penis . From its 
origin the V. pudenda interna continued dors ally a l ong the 
medial aspect of the M. i schiocavernosus . In this course, it 
r ec eived a tributary fr om the caudal branch of the V. pudend a 
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ext erna which dra ined the scrotum (Figure 7/67). Then the 
right and the l eft vessels anastomosed forming a venous plexus 
which extended to the i schial arch . On its caud a l aspect, the 
plexus recei ved a common trunk, which drained the V. profunda 
peni s (Figure 7/62), the Vv. bulbourethrae (Figure 7/61), and 
the radicl es from the Mm . ischi ocavernosus and bulbocavernosus 
(Fi gure 7/63). The V. pud enda interna continued its course 
t owards the pelvic cavity . After approaching it, t he vein 
usual l y became a paired vessel and r an parallel t o the satel-
lite artery, l ateral t o the bulbourethral gland and r ectum. In 
this course , it r ecei ved , on i ts crani a l as pec t, a tributary 
which drained the ventrolateral as pect of the bu lbourethra l 
g l and and caudal t hird of the ure thra (Figur e 7/ 66). The root -
l e ts of this v ein were connected with those of the V. urethro-
genitalis and it received, caudal l y , the Rami perinei (Figure 
7/64) and the r adic l es from the M. bulbocavernosus . The V. 
pudenda in terna gave off a communi cating tributar y to the Ramus 
obturatoriu s of the V. profunda femoris (Figure 7/60 ' ) . This 
v esse l drained the M. obturator internus and the fatty tissu e 
of the ventral wa ll of the pelvic cavi ty and was connected wi th 
its f e llow of the opposite side, under the crani al third of the 
pel vi c part of the urethra . The V. dorsalis peni s (Figur e 
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7/68, 20/68) drained the body of the penis . It cours ed on the 
dorsal aspect of it medial to the satellite artery. Two tribu -
taries , the dorsal and ventral roots from the distal end of the 
penis , j oined the V. dorsalis penis at the middle third of the 
penis (Figures 22/68' , 22/69") . The dorsal root ran superfi-
cially along the dorsal aspect of the penis and drained the 
albuginea of the corpus cavernosum of the penis . Some radicles 
pierced the albuginea in the erectile tissue . The ventral root 
coursed along the ventral aspect of the cor pus cavernosum 
urethrae . At the level of the fornix of the prepuce it was 
connected with branches of the Vo pudenda externa . In the 
fema l e, the course and distribution of the Vo pudenda interna 
vein were similar to those of the corresponding artery (Figure 
25 / 60) . In general, it arose anastomosed in common with the 
deep radicles of the caudal root of the V. pudenda externa 
(Figures 40/25, 41/25). The V. pudenda interna ran dorsally 
towards the pelvic inlet . In this cours e , it received a tribu-
tary whi ch drained the perivulvar veins (Figures 25/82 ' , 
38/82'). Near the ischial arch it receive d the V. dorsalis 
clitoridis (Figur e 41/68). Then the V. pudenda interna divided 
into right and l ef t vessels. Each usu ally became paired and 
extended to the l esser ischiatic notch. They passed laterally 
to the vagina and r ec tum within the retroperitoneal fatty 
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tissueo In this course they received the tributari es which 
corresponded to the satellite arteries . By means of them the 
V. pudenda interna drained the vulva, the cavernosus bodies of 
the clitoris and the caudal third of the urethra, and was 
anastomosed with the Vo urethrogenitalis . A l arge vessel from 
the V. pudenda interna joined the Ramus obturatorius of the V. 
femoris profunda (Fi gure 25/60'). This vessel passed through 
the fatty tissue along the ventrolateral wall of the pelvic 
inlet. It received several radicles as tributaries which 
drained the fatty tissue of the r egi on of the M. obturator 
internus. 
The V. hemorrhoidalis caudalis (Figures 7/75, 25/75) 
coursed parallel to the satellite artery in the ischiorectal 
fossa . It may drain either into the V. pudenda interna or into 
the V. glutea caudaliso This variation depended on the pattern 
of the satellite artery . In the male, i t supported the drain-
ing of the Mm. bulbocavernosus, the sphincter ani externus , the 
perineum, and the dorsolateral aspect of the bulbourethral 
gland. In the female, it drained the vestibule of the vulva, 
the perineum, the Mm. sphincter ani externus and the constrictor 
vestibuli . The rootlets of this vein joined the rootlets of 
the vein which drained the perivulvar tissues externally (V. 
caudalis lateralis). 
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DISCUSSION 
The t erminology r egarding the vessels of the genital tract 
of the domes tic animals is variable. This study c onfirms that 
the blood supply of the genital tract of the swine is derived 
mainly from four sources, namely the Ao spermatica interna, the 
A. umbilicalis, the A. ure throgenitalis and the A. pudenda 
interna . The A. spermatica interna arises from the Aor ta ab-
dominalis while the remaining vessels are derived from the A. 
iliaca interna (A. hypogastrica) . The accessory organs associ-
ated with the genital system, such as the mammary glands , the 
prepuc e and the scrotum are supplied by branches of the A. 
thoracica interna and the A. profunda f emoris . 
The Ao thoracica interna (internal thoracic artery) has 
been described as arising from the A. brachialis (Ao subclavia) 
medial to the fir s t rib (Montan~, 1920; and Kahler, 1960)0 
" According to Kahler (1960), the vessel gives off the Rami 
intercostales l aterally and the Rami s ternal es medially . He 
r eports also that the vessel ends at the l eve l of the 6th rib 
as the A. musculophrenica (musculophrenic artery) and the A. 
epigastrica cranialis (cranial(anterior) abdominal artery) . The 
findings of the present study agree with this par t of the 
description of Kahler, however, it should be mentioned that the 
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t ermination of this vessel (right and left) was extremely vari -
able . The A. thoracica interna, in fact, terminated at the 
level of the 4th intercostal space, at the 5th rib, the 5th 
intercostal space, close to the attachment of the M. diaphr agm 
or 1 cm after that as the parent vessel left the thoracic 
cavity. 
It was observed that the Rami intercostales of the A. 
thoracica interna anastomosed with the ventral branches (Rami 
ventrales) of the Aa . intercostales. Those which correspond 
to the 4th and 5th Rami intercostales in this form exclusively 
supply the craniolateral aspect of the first thoracic mammary 
complex, while the caudomedial side of the same pair is sup-
plied directly by the A. thoracica interna through its Rami 
sternales. K~hler (1960) found the same disposition regarding 
the pattern of these vessels, however, he reports, in agreement 
with Montan~ (1920) , that the A. thoracica externa contributes 
to the first mammary complex as well. 
The arterial contribution of the A. thoracica externa to 
the first mammary gl and is a matter of controversy. Sisson and 
Grossman (1953) report that this vessel is sometimes absent . 
St. Clair (1958) states that perhaps the vessel supplies the 
thoracic mammary glands. In this study it was not possible to 
trace, definitively, the branches of the A. thoracica externa 
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to the first marmnary gland. This vessel, in the specimens 
studied, was pres ent and terminated after forming a cluster 
of finer branches which extended to the middle third of the 
pectoral muscl es. There i s no discrepancy as to the disposi -
tion of the Ao epigastrica cranialis and its collateral 
branches , the lateral and the medial branches . K~hler (1960) 
states that the Ao epigastrica cranialis terminates after 
anastomosing wi th the A. epigastrica caud alis. He also 
mentions that the lateral branches anastomose with the ventral 
branches of the Aa o intercostales as well as with the cranial 
branch of the A. phrenoabdominalis. In the present study 
anastomoses were obs erved : a o between the terminal branches 
of the A. epigastrica cranialis and those which correspond to 
t he Ao epigastri ca caudalis , caudal to the umbilicus; b . be -
tween the l ateral branches and the ventral branches of the Aa. 
intercostales in the cranial third of the hypochondriac r egion; 
c . between the lateral branches and the twigs of the cranial 
branch of the Ao phrenoabdominalis in the ventral aspect of the 
hypochondriac region; d . between the A. epigastrica cranialis 
and the A. circumflexa ilium profunda in the ventral aspect of 
the flank; and, eo between the medial branches and the lateral 
cranial and middle cranial branches of the A. pudenda externa . 
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According to Kahler (19 60) the blood supply of the abdo-
minal complex of mammary gl ands is accomplished by means of 
the medial branches of the Ao epigastrica cranialis and the 
cranial branches of the A. pudenda externa (lateral cranial , 
middle cranial and medial cranial branches)o He states tha t 
the first two pairs of abdominal mammary glands are exclusively 
supplied by the medial branch of the Ao epigastrica crani ali s , 
while the l as t pair i s supplied by the cranial branch of the 
A. pudenda externa. The contribution of the A. epigastri ca 
cranialis to the prepuce has not been reported . In all cases 
the arterial pattern concerning the abdominal mammary glands 
agrees with the descriptions of K1~hler (1960), but it shoul d 
be emphasized that i n the male the A. epigastrica cranialis, as 
cutaneous branches, supplies the lateral aspect of the prepuce . 
The Ao profunda femoris (deep femoral artery) contributes 
to the access ory genital organs by means of its branches, the 
A. spermatica externa and the Truncus pudendoepigastricus. The 
Truncus pudendoepigastricus supplies the mammary gland (femal e) 
or the prepuce and scrotum (male) through one of its terminal 
branches, the Ao pudenda ext erna. 
Individual variations in the origin of the A. pudenda 
externa ( external pudic artery) and the A. sperrnatica externa 
~ .. -. 
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(external spermatic artery) account for many of the minor 
discrepancies with other authors. Ellenberger and Baum (1943), 
Martin (1923) , Mannu (1930), and Getty (1955) agree that the 
A. spermatica externa and the A. pudenda externa may arise 
from the A. profunda femoris by means of the Truncus pud endo-
epigastricus (prepubic artery), or separatel y when the referred 
t o trunk is absent. Ellenberger and Baum (1943), Martin (1923), 
and Mannu (1930) state that the A. sperrnatica externa i s absent 
in the female. In this study it was observed , with r egard to 
the A. spermatica externa, that there are four patterns as far 
as the origin is concerned . In fact, the vessel arose from 
the A. profunda femoris in front of, clos e to, or s eparately 
fr om the ori gin of the pudendoepigastric trunk, or cauda l to 
it. (Type I), from the crani al or medial wall of the trunk; 
(Type II), from the A. circumflexa ilium profunda; (Type III) , 
from the A. pudenda externa (Type IV). In all cases under 
inves tigation the A. sperrnatica ext erna was seen to supply the 
M. cremas ter externus in both the male and f ema le. The l atter 
account agrees with that of Bickhardt (1961) . 
The A. pud enda externa ( ext ernal pudic artery) has been 
described as a continuation of the pudendoepigastric trunk, or 
as a collateral branch of the A. profund a f ernori s when the 
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former is absent (Ellenberger and Baum, 1943; Martin, 1923; 
and Getty, 1955) . Variations r egarding its ori gin a l so have 
been reported. Ellenberger and Baum (1943) and Martin (1923) 
state that the vessel arose from the A. circumflexa ilium 
profunda. Although the vascular patterns of the genital 
tract were variable, in this study the variations r eported by 
Ellenberger and Baum were not found . In all cases, the A. 
pudenda externa and its fellow, the A. epigastrica caudalis, 
arose as the t erminal branch of the pudendoepigastric trunk . 
It seems that the l atter account could be applicabl e as a 
general pattern of this vessel. 
It was observed , in the female, that the A. pudenda 
externa ended in three cranial branches , and another branch 
direc ted caudally . In all cases the site of t ermination of 
the A. pudenda externa was medial to the Lnn. ingu i nales super-
ficiales (Lnn . supramammarii in the female). This observation 
" agrees with those of Kahler (1960) and Bickhardt (1961) who 
r eported the same pattern in the male . The findings of this 
investigation did not correspond with the description of the 
male. The A. pudenda ext erna , in all male specimens , as a 
rule t ermina t ed in four branches, either l eft or right side , 
in which the medial cranial branch did not give ris e to the 
r ecurrent arteri es of the shea th of the penis . 
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The A. pudenda externa, in agreement with Kahler (1960), 
and Bickhardt (1961), supplied the l ast abdominal and inguinal 
mammary complexes in the femaleo Its caudal branch joined the 
A. pudenda interna in the perineal r egiono Sisson and Grossman 
(1953) state that in the male the A. pudenda externa gives off 
branches to the prepuce and preputial bursa but not to the 
penis. 
II 
Kahler (1960) summarizes that the middle cranial branch 
suppli es the prepuce . Bickhardt (1961), however, in a contra-
vers i al statement, pointed out that the prepuce and the "pre-
putial sac" are supplied by the medial cranial branch of the A. 
pudenda ext erna . 
From the above exposition, i t would appear that the 
arterial contribution of the A. pudenda externa, in supplying 
the prepuce, is a matter of controversyo However, in all cases 
dissected i n this study, the medi al cranial branch assumed the 
blood supply of the prepuce and preputial diverticulumo This 
is in agreement with Bickhardt (1961) , but ther e are several 
features worth stressing here . First, the l ef t and right 
vessels were differ en t sizes. In three specimens the right 
vessels were be tter developed than their counterparts, while 
in the other two specimens, the l eft vessels were larger. 
1 
I 
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Secondly, both vessels were directed toward the preputial 
diverticulumo Near the origin of the M. retractor penis, the 
vessel, which was poorly devel oped, ended by means of twigs, 
wher eas i ts counterpart continued forward, piercing the dorsal 
edge of the preputial diverticulum, to divide at an acute angle 
into two t erminal vessels. 
Thirdly, each t erminal vessel gave off two principal 
groups of slender branches, directed cranially and ventrally . 
The former anastomosed with the collateral branches of the A. 
epigastrica cranialis and the latter ran along the ventral wal l 
of the prepuce and anastomosed with the fellow of the opposite 
side, forming a semicircle around the preputial orifice. 
Fourth, the main vessel, after giving off the above 
mentioned arteries, described a bend and continued a l ong the 
preputial sheath to r amify and finally anastomose with the 
t erminal branches of the A. dors alis penis . Since this dispo -
sition res embles that described by Ashdown (1958) in the 
bovine , this artery may be consider ed as the r ecurrent artery 
of the sheath of the peni s . 
The caudal branch of the A. pudenda externa supplies the 
perineal region in the f emal e and i s anastornosed with the A. 
pudenda i nterna. This observation i s in agreement with Getty, 
II 
(1955), Kahler (1960), and Bickhardt (1961) . In the male, it 
... -
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supplies mainly the scrotum, and in the male is also anasto-
mosed with collateral branches of the A. pudenda interna up to 
the scrotal septum (Getty, 1955). 
The blood supply to the testicle and epididymis is ac -
complished by means of the A. spermatica interna and the A. 
deferentialis. In all cases the A. spermatica interna was 
found to be the arterial source to the testicle and the head 
and body of the epididymis, while the part corresponding to 
its tail was mainly supplied by the A. deferentia lis and 
branches which arose from the anastomosis of the A. spermatica 
interna and A. deferentialis (A. accessoria testicularis) 
ins ide the inguinal canal . 
Considering that the pattern of origin and disposition of 
the A. spermatica interna inside the abdominal cavity resembles 
that of the other domestic animals, the accounts of Sieber 
(1903) and Mannu (1930) (that the A. spermatica interna in the 
male pig arises from the Aorta abdominalis) , and those of 
Chauveau (1889), Martin (1923), Ellenberger and Baum (1943), 
and Sisson and Grossman (1953) (that the A. spermatica interna 
in swine resembles that of the horse) were confirmed, while 
it is tru e that the vessels aris e from the ventral wal l of the 
parent vessel before the A. mesenterica caudalis . Moreover, 
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ther e is c l ear evi dence that in all cases the right vessel s 
were more cranial than the l ef t. The same is also tru e in the 
castrated ani ma l s . However , in the noncastrate the l at t er 
vessels were larger than the r i ght ones. 
This variati on in size may be in r e l ationship to the 
wei ght of the t esticle , s ince it has been report ed that the 
wei ght of the testicles of nine animals was vari able , in seven 
out of nine spec imens , the l eft ones were the larger 
(McKen zi e , e t al., 1938). Likewis e , it could be noted that 
the A. spermatica interna usually gave off the Ramu s ure t ericus 
to the ure ter and coursed into the plica vasculosa (peritoneal 
f old) in the lateral side of the seminal ves icle . 
I t is generally agr eed tha t the A. spermatica interna 
describes a t ortuous course in t he inguinal cana l f orming an 
arteria l cone (Montan~, 1920; Beutler, 1926; and Harrison , 
1949) . In all cases this conspicuous di spositi on was observed. 
Slender branches were given off fr om the dorsola teral aspec t of 
the ar t erial cone . In agr eement with Beutler (19 26) , these 
branches wer e seen t o overlap the arteria l cone and ext end t o 
the med i al face and head of t he epididymi s. It was noted t hat 
those which were pl aced dorsally to the arterial cone ana s to-
mosed with the t erminal branches of the A. de f erentia lis to 
form the A. accessori a testiculari s . 
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Regarding the termination of the A. spermatica interna i n 
the domestic ani ma l s , including the swine, there i s no complete 
agreement of the nomencl ature . Beutl er (1926) us es the term 
A. t es ticulari s to describe the vessel which continues from 
the arterial cone to the t esticl e. Sisson and Grossman (1953) 
cons ider the vessel as the A. spermati ca i nterna even up t o t he 
testi c l e . They state that the collateral branches of it are 
embedded in the tunica albuginea . According to the latter 
description it should be assumed that the A. spermati ca i nterna 
is not embedded deeply in the albugi nea. This i s a l so true in 
the swine. In fact, the A. spermatica interna in t he male hog, 
after l eaving the arterial con e , passed under the epididymis 
toward the caudal (dor sal) pole of the g land covered by scanty 
fibrous connective tissue . In one spec i men it gave a collater-
a l branch directed to the l ateral and media l fac e of the gland . 
This is in agreement with the observations of Beutler (1926) 
who describes this disposition as the arteri a l pattern in the 
swine (Figure 15b). After i t r eached the cauda l pole, i t made 
a bend ventrally and pierced the albuginea l ayer . Hill (1905) 
uses the term " capsular artery" for the branches of the A. 
spermatica interna which are embedded in the albuginea . 
Hofmann (1960) refers to these vessels as the Aa . testi culares 
in the bull . Accor ding t o Hofmann (1960) the A. spermatica 
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interna ends at the point where it pierces the a l buginea l ayer . 
The term Aa . testiculares was adopted in this study. 
The arterial supply of the parenchyma of the testicle i n 
the pig has been described by Hill (1905) . According to him 
the capsular arteries (Aa . testi culares of Hofmann) give off , 
at a regular distance, a tortuous, rib- like vessel which pene-
trates t he gland i n a perpendicular direction to the medi a-
stinum testes . He calls thes e vessels " perpendicu l ar ar teries" 
and adds that in a very few cases no branches are given off for 
these vessels . He points out t hat near the center of t he gl and 
the perpendicu lar arteries make an abrupt re tro- flexion , gi vi ng 
off many branches which course t oward the per i phery of t he 
organ . He designates these vessel s as ascendi ng branches of 
the perpendicular arteri es . He describes various t ypes of 
arteri a l loops which form the above mentioned arteries . Al -
though the f i ndings of this study agree , in part, with the 
descriptions of Hill (1905), the nomenclature us ed to descri be 
them i s tha t which Hofmann (1960) used to inter pre t the 
arteri a l pattern in the bull . The present study shows t hat 
there are, undoubtedly, a radiate dispos ition of the vessels 
which arise from the Aa. testiculares, if the testicles are 
considered to be ovoid in outline . The t erm Aa. radiatae 
t es tes, therefore, is clear and logical, as are a l so those 
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terms referred to as the Aa . centripeda l es and Aa. centrifu-
gales (Figure 16). 
Hill (1905) describes six types of arterial loops in the 
mediastinum t estes formed by the Aa. radiatae t estes. In this 
study , however, only five of Hill's types were found and in 
addition, other types have been recorded (Figures 18, 19, 20). 
I t is interesting to note that the Aa. radiatae testes are 
anastomosed with their counterparts forming arcs (Figure 18) . 
From these arcs Aa. c entrifugales are given off (Figures 18 and 
19) or sometimes showed a conspicuous disposition (Figure 20) • 
It is agreed that the A. def erentialis in the pig re-
sembles that in the bovine (Chauveau , 1889; Ellenberger and 
Baum, 1943; Sisson and Grossman, 1953; and Dobberstein and 
Koch, 1958). This study showed that there are s everal features 
related to this vessel in the pig. The A. deferentialis de-
scribed a twisted course around the A. umbilicalis. It gave 
off the Ramus ure t ericus and finally, after approaching the 
inguinal canal, divided, first into two branches, and then 
successive ly into numerous branches . Some of them anastomos ed 
with the branches of the A. spermatica interna to form the A. 
acc essoria t es ticularis. In all cases the v ess el extended to 
the tail of the epididymis. It mainly supplied this part of 
the epididymis. This is in agreement with Sieb er (1903) and 
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Tanudimadja (1963) who report that the vess e l supplies the 
epididyrnis in the bull and ram respectively . The account of 
Magil ton (1964), that in two specimens in the goat the v essel 
do es not extend to the epididyrnis, was not confirmed in this 
study on the pig. 
As it was pointed out, ther e are cons iderable differences 
in t erminology r egarding the corresponding vess e l of the A. 
sperma tica interna in the f emale hog, but b ecaus e of the area 
supplied and the arrangement of the vessel the t erm A. utero-
ovarica (Mannu, 1930; Sisson and Grossman, 1953; and Barone, et 
al . , 1962), was adopted for the A. spermatica interna in this 
study . This vess e l, in fact, supplies the ovary, the bursa 
ovarica, the f i mbria, and the cranial and middle thirds of the 
uterine tube, and is anas tomos ed with the A. uterina media 
throughout its t erminal branches. Likewis e , ther e are diver-
genc es in r egard to the disposition and t erminology of the A. 
utero-ovarica and its t erminal branches . Howev er, in the 
following account, bas ed on the pres ent study, the A. utero -
ovarica, in agr eement with Lange (1959), gave off the Ramu s 
ure t ericus (the A. ure t erica of Sieber, 1903) directed t o the 
ure t er and finally divided in a clus t er of br anc hes . It has 
been previous ly de s cribed tha t one cours es t ortu ously in a 
cranioventral direction to the hilus of the ovary , and was 
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considered as the A. ovarica. This term is comparable to the 
Ramus ovaricus (Sieber, 1903; Ellenberger and Baum, 1943; 
Dobberstein and Koch, 1958; and Mechaelov, 1963) . The other 
branches, of the area supplied and the dispositi on of them, were 
considered by the author as Rami tubouterini and correspond to 
the Ramus uterinus of Sieber (1903) , Ellenberger and Baum (1943), 
Dobberstein and Koch (1958), and Mechaelov (1963); the A. 
uterina cranialis of Sisson and Grossman (1953); the A. tubo-
uterina of Barone, et al . (1962); or the Rami uterini of Lange 
(1959) . 
The term Rami tubouterini has been adopted by the author 
in this present study on the bas is of the following . The 
caudal branches, which are generally impos sible to trace by 
gross diss ection because of their complicated disposition, 
appear to be one branch (Ramus uterinus of Sieber , 1903; 
Ellenber ger and Baum, 1943; Dobberstein and Koch, 1958; the A. 
uterina cranialis of Sisson and Grossman, 1953; and the A. tubo-
uterina of Barone, et al . , 1962). Macerated specimens , however , 
showed that it consists of several branches which arose at the 
same point, one after the other , and split immediately, forming 
a complicated arterial meshwork (Figures 45, 46) . According 
to this, and in view of the fact that some of these branches are 
anastomos ed with the cranial branches of the A. uterina media, 
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Lange (1959) called them Rami uterini. From the above mentioned 
arterial me s hwork s eve r a l branches are directed t o the ovary, 
bursa ovarica, the uterine tube and its parts (Fimbria, Infundi-
bulum tubae uterinae) and it supplies the tip of the uterine 
horn through its anastomoses with the cranial branches of the A. 
uterina media. The term Rami uterini does n o t agree with the 
dispos ition of the caudal branches of the A. utero-ovarica, and, 
therefor e , it has been assumed tha t Rami tubouterini i s the more 
appropriate. The description suggested by Mechaelov (1963) of 
the A. utero-ovarica is not l ogi ca l from the above standpoint . 
The distribution of the arteries of the ovary in the sow 
has been described in de tail by And ers en (1926). According 
to h er, each terminal ves sel of the ovarian artery (A. utero-
ovarica) divides at the hilus of the organ into two to four 
branches. She states further that these vesse l s are difficult 
to trac e , howev er, she points out that thes e v ess els break up 
into many capillaries while approaching the follicles . Reynolds 
( 194 7) describes these vesse l s as ''spiral arteries" of the 
ovary in the rabbit. He adds that each spiral artery forms a 
helix of diminishing diameter lying along the l ength of the 
ovary . In all cases the corkscr ew-like vessel was f ound, and 
from this vessel other slender vessels were given off . The 
l a tter , after a t or tuous course, split up into many branches 
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which f ormed an arterial wreath around the follicles (Figure 
49) . And ersen (1926) reports that there are two wreaths of 
vessels around the follicles , when the theca interna has been 
differentiated from the theca externa and, according to her, 
these t wo wreaths form the follicular blood supply. In this 
study it was only possible to distinguish those be longing to 
the theca externa . It was not possible to demonstrate the 
wreath which corresponds t o the theca interna . It is assumed 
that this wreath is composed ma inly of arterioles and venules 
(Andersen, 1926) and tha t the injection med i a failed to fill 
them . 
In a ll cases the A. uterina media, which is homologous 
to the A. defer entialis in the male , was the principal arteri al 
supply to the uterus. The A. uterina media (A. uterina of 
I 
Montane, 1920; Lange, 1959; Preuss, 1959; and Barone, e t al., 
1962) arose from the A. umbilicalis as a visceral branch of the 
A. iliaca interna (A. hypogas trica). Sisson and Grossman (19 53) 
and Barone, et al . (1962) agree that the A. uterina media does 
not seem to ari se in a common trunk wi th the A. umbilicali s from 
the A. iliaca interna . There was considerable evid ence that the 
vesse l emerged from the cranial wall of the A. umbilicalis, 1.5 
to 2.5 cm from the origin of the l atter . This is further 
l 
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confirmed by the findings of Sieber (1903), Dobberstein and 
Koch (1958), and Lange (1959). The A. uterina media was em-
bedded in the broad ligament of the uterus and , coursed in a 
crani oventral direction . During its course i t gave off the 
Ramus uretericus . Lange ( 1959) and Barone, et al. (1962) have 
confirmed this account, however, Barone , et al . (1962) uses the 
term A. ureterica media instead of Ramus uretericus . In t his 
study the t erm Ramus uretericus was adopted, i n agreement with 
Lange ( 1959). 
There has been discrepancy as to the termi nati on of t he 
A. uterina media . According to Boye (1956) the vesse l ends i n 
two branches , the Rami cornualis . Lange (1959) reports that 
the par ent vessel divides into three or four branches , name l y , 
Rarni uterini, whereas Baron e , et al . (1962) makes no concise 
statement about its termination in the sow. He specifi es that 
the vesse l divides into two branches, the middle artery of the 
uterine horn and the caudal artery of the matri x. The latter 
soon divid es further into two branches . He fina l ly concludes 
that the A. u terina media t erminates into three branches, the 
middle artery of the uterine horn, the caudal artery of the uter-
ine horn and the artery of the body of the uterus . It can be 
seen that the nomencla ture of this area is not clear and i s 
complicated . In this study the arterial arrangement of the A. 
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uterina media t erminated into two main vessels, in agreement 
with Boye (1956) . These branches divided , as soon as poss i ble, 
into primary branches showing t wo basic aspec t s . They coursed 
straight in g i lts , while in the uterus of the sow they were 
tortuous . Grahame (1957) reported the same disposition i n the 
pig. It was a l so observed that the primary branches , in 
return, gave off small branches t o the broad ligament of t he 
uterus . The arcades between these branches, as reported by 
Lange (19 59) were not confirmed . The work of Barone , et al. 
(19 62) agrees with the findings of this investi gati on . 
As soon as the pri mary branches reached the mesometria l 
curvature of the uterine horn each divided into secondary 
branches . Each of them joined t he adjacent ones , forming a true 
ar cade s i milar t o that of the A. j ejuna l is (artery of t he small 
in testines ) . From these arcades the Ramu l i uteri ni are g i ven 
off t o the uterine wall . The latter disposition concurs broadly 
with those findings reported by other authors (Sieber , 1903; 
Boye , 1956; Gr ahame , 1957; Lange , 1959; and Barone ,~~· , 1962). 
It s hould be assumed that the dispos i tion of the A. 
uterina media in the female swine conforms to the speci a l 
features pertaining to the uterus . Sisson and Grossman (1953 ) 
state that the body of the uterus in the swine i s short (5 cm) 
and that the u terine horns are extremely l ong and a r e arranged 
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in numerous coils resembling the small intes tines. Macerated 
spec imens showed that the A. uterina media anastomosed with 
the A. utero-ovarica through its cranial branches . In this way 
it furnished the uterine tube and the tip of the uterine horn. 
A similar arrangement was observed between it and the A. 
urethrogenitalis. Thes e findings are confirmed also in the 
observations of other authors (Lange, 1959 and Barone , et al., 
1962) . 
Apart from the descriptions of Sieber (1903) regarding the 
A. urethrogenitalis in the swine, most of the authors (Martin, 
1923; Mannu, 1930; Sisson and Grossman, 1953; and Dobberstein 
and Koch , 1958) agree that the A. urethrogenitalis in the swine 
res embles that of the bovine . Generally speaking, there i s con-
cordance be tween the general pattern of the bovine and the swine . 
It has been postulated that the A. urethrogenitalis in 
the bovine supplies the accessory genita l glands, in the male, 
and supplies the c ervix of the uterus, the vagina, and vulva 
and extends to the perineum, in the f emale . This study does 
not show any discrepancy, however, specific features should be 
emphasized . In fact, in both the male and female, the A. 
ure throgenitalis divided into two branches, the cranial and 
the caudal branches . These branches appeared to be differ ent 
in size . The caudal branch was the more developed and seemed 
-'· 
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t o be the direct continuation of the parent vessel. 
This has been r eported by Lang e (1959) who des i gnates 
this branch as the A. perinealis in the f emale swine . Vari-
ations in size were also observed be t ween the l eft and right 
sid es. In four out of five male spec imens , the l eft v ess e l 
was more developed than the r i ght one and appeared as a uni-
lateral branch which coursed b e tween the bulbourethra l glands 
and ended after anastomosing wi th the A. pudend a interna. This 
agrees with Ge tty (19 55) . This branch was not ext ended to the 
perinea l r eg ion as its counterpart was in the f emale. Thi s 
finding is i n agr eement with Preus s (1959) and besides did 
not give off the A. hemorrhoidalis media. In the f emale the 
l ef t caudal branch of three out of five specimens was the mor e 
deve loped and extended to the perineal r egi on . It anastomosed 
with the A. pudenda interna and, like its counterpart in the 
ma l e , did not give off the A. hemorrhoidalis media . This 
finding concurs with thos e r eported by Lange (19 59) . The 
cranial branch in the femal e was s een to anastomos e with the A. 
pudend a interna . The findings r eported by Lange (1959) and 
Barone , e t a l. (1962) agree with the latter s tatement. 
It is generally agreed that the A. pudenda interna in the 
ma l e supplies the peni s and the structures r e l ated t o it 
(Sieber, 1903; and Getty, 1955) . The f indings of thi s study 
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agree with this interpretati on. However, the dispos ition of 
its collateral branches , as well as its termination, appeared 
to be variab l e . For example, the Aa. bulbi urethrae and the 
Aa . profundi penis can arise separately or by a common trunk 
from the parent vessel and, as such, an arterial pattern may 
not be established. It i s true, however , that the A. pudenda 
interna joins its fellow of the opposite side to form the A. 
dorsalis penis . In the description of the terminal branches 
of the A. dorsa lis penis up to the fornix of the prepuce the 
terminology used by Christensen (1953) has been adopted. 
In the female the A. pudenda interna supports the arterial 
supply of the vagina, vulva , and clitoris and anastomoses with 
the A. pudenda externa in the perineal region, in complete 
agreement with the findings of Lange (1959) and Barone, et al. 
(1962). However, it should be emphasized that the origin of its 
collateral branches , as well as the termination of the A. pu-
dend a interna, was vari able . Therefore, it was not possible to 
establish a general pattern of its disposition. The contribu-
tion of the A. hemorrhoidalis caudalis to the blood supply of 
the genital tract in both sexes i s by its collateral and termi-
nal branches . In the male it gave off the A. perinei. This 
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finding agrees with thos e r eported by Preuss (1959) f or the 
male artiodactyls . In the f emale it supplied the muscles of 
the vulva. 
In the cours e of this inves tigation several features 
r egarding the disposition of the veins were noted . The venous 
drainage from the ventral wall of the abdominal cavity 
(including the mammary glands, prepuce and the scrotum), 
generally speaking, fall into three categories accordi ng to 
their topography; the cutaneous system , the subcutaneous system 
and the deep system. The superficial or the cutaneous system 
is exclusively for the skin. However, these three systems 
were anastomosed between each other . The relationship between 
the artery and the corresponding vein also was variable . In 
some ar eas the veins were not satellites of the arteri es (e. g ., 
V. subcutanea abdominis) , whereas at places two veins accompa-
nied each artery ( e . g . , V. pudenda interna, V. epigastrica 
cranialis), or only one vein was a satellite to each artery 
(e.g. , V. thoracica interna). Having observed variations in 
the venous system in other areas it should be assumed that the 
above description cannot be considered as a general pattern . 
In all cases investi gated the V. thoracica interna con-
sisted of a single vessel formed by the union of the V. epi-
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gastrica cranialis and the Vo muscu l ophrenica at the l evel of 
the l ast costosternal articul ation. The Vo epi gastrica 
crani ali s was a doubl e vessel pl aced on either side of the 
homologous arteryo The medial vessel drained the V. s ubcutanea 
abdominis . This finding i s contrary t o that of Montan~ (1920) 
and Bickhardt (1961) who described the Vo subcutanea abdominis 
as a tributary of the V. thoracic a interna . The V. epi gastrica 
crani alis r eceived radicles which drained t he mammary gl ands 
(2nd , 3rd and 4th pairs) being connected i n this manner with 
t he Vo subcutanea abdominis. I t was observe d t hat the val ves 
in this vein wer e direc t ed to the Vo thoracica inter nao 
The V. subcutanea abdomini s was extended from the inter -
femoral space toward the infrasternal fossa . Although the 
tributaries which drained the ventral wall of the prepuce 
(venous plexus) and those which r an deeper in the median line 
have not been distinguished by Bickhardt (19 61) , the distribu -
tion of the vessel fol l owed, in gen eral, the descriptions of 
Bickhardt (1961). It should be noted , however, that t he 
valves of this vein were directed towards the thoracic cavi ty . 
The V. pudenda 2xterna consisted of two veins which 
coursed parallel to t he satellite art ery ins id e the inguinal 
cana l 0 The t erminati ons of t hese veins wer e variable . In 
most of the cas es , one of them j oined t he Vo f emoralis while 
-~ • - ~.I '" • ol • \ " • • .. - ' """' ,.- .. - ~ • .r;.- ·-,,-'< • ,..:·..,-~- ~~ 
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the other joined the V. profunda femor i s. In only two cases 
both formed the pudendoepi gastric trunk, concurring wi th the 
findings of Bickhardt (1961) and Lebedewa (1960). 
The V. pudenda externa was formed by t wo roots, the 
cranial an d the caudal r oots, i n the female . In t he ma l e, 
three r oot s assumed to b e the origin of the parent vessel. 
This i s c ontrary t o the findings of Bickhardt (19 61) who 
described two roots as the general pattern . This assertation 
onl y can be accepted for the f emale. 
The disposition of the c r ani a l root of the V. pudenda 
externa in the female agr ees with t he descriptions of 
Bickhardt (19 61) and Lebed ewa (1960) . However, it was seen 
that the valves of the cranial root, in agreement with Lebedewa 
(1960) , wer e directed to the V. pudenda externa . No va l ves 
were obser ved in the communicati ng vei ns which were conn ected 
with the V. s ubcutanea abdominis and V. pudenda externa . The 
caudal root of the V. pud enda externa was formed by the ve ins 
which wer e satellites to the arteries . The deep rootle ts wer e 
j oi ned to the V. pudenda interna in the perineum in the fema l e , 
and up to the scrota l septum in the male . The valves in this 
root were d i rected to the V. pudenda ext erna . This agrees 
with Lebedewa (1960) . In the mal e the media l crani al root 
extended to the preputial diverticulum onl y as a satelli te to 
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the arteri a l branch which was more developed, and i t was 
connected wi th the V. subcutanea abdominis. 
The V. spermatica ext erna followed the disposition of 
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its satellite artery, however, it was seen that its roots were 
anastomosed with those of the cauda l roots of the V0 pudenda 
externa . 
The V. spermatica interna and the V. defer entialis drained 
t he pampiniform plexus and the epididymis , respectivel y . 
Several anastomoses were found be t ween the V. defer entialis 
and the pampiniform plexus . The Vv . t esticular es in the 
t es ticle did not follow the arterial pattern. It was not 
possible to observe the abrupt bend of the t esticular veins 
like the arteries in the medi astinum t esti s . They appear ed as 
semi - coiled vessel s which followed the septa o The l ar ger 
vessels (Vv. testiculares) were embedded in the al buginea and 
ran i n the opposite direc tion to the corresponding ar t erieso 
In fact, they wer e direc t ed to the cr anial border of the testi -
cle , while the arterie s appeared to emerge from the cauda l 
border . The pampiniform plexus extended up to the cranial third 
of the inguinal canalo Goglia (1952) described the pampiniform 
pl exus in the bull, buffalo and ram as res embling the c aver -
nosus tissue . Histo l ogical secti ons were not studied in the 
course of this investigation . Macera t ed spec i mens showed that 
. . 
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the disposition of the veins which form the pampiniform pl exus 
resembles thos e which constitute the cavernosus tissu e of the 
bulbus vestibuli of the vulva . The V. deferentialis j oined 
the V. vesica l is cranialis. The l atter joined the V. sper-
matica interna . The termination of the V. spermatica interna 
was variab l e . In one out of five spec i mens, the right vessel 
joined the V. iliaca communis . Schwarz and Badawi (1962) a l so 
found the s ame variation in both the vesse l s i n three f ema l es 
and in one male . They studi ed 21 fema l es and 5 males for their 
investiga tion . I n this investigation i t was also noted that 
the l ef t vessel j oined the V. circumflexa ilium profunda in 
one of five s pecimens . 
The V. utero- ovarica was the direct continuation of t he 
pampiniform plexus of the ovary which drained the ovary, the 
ovari an bursa, the uterine tube and connected with the r oo t s 
of the V. uterina media to support mainly the drainage of the 
uteru s . Except for the variations in its t e rmination and dispo-
s i tion , this vessel followed the descriptions of Lange (1959) 
and Barone , e t al. (1962). In on e of five specimens it was 
noted that the right vessel drained into the V. iliaca 
corrununis (Schwarz and Badawi, 1962). In other instances , the 
left v esse l assumed this disposition. The V. uterina media was 
r elatively l ess developed in relation t o the accompanying ar t ery . 
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It was possible to recognize two roots forming the V. 
uterina media in the virgin uterus. They anastomosed between 
them and became plexiform within the layers of the broad liga-
ment of the uterus along the mesometrial curvature of the 
uterine horn. This is not in agreement with Barone, e t a l. 
(19 62) , who describes the roots of the V. uterina media (V . 
uterina) as forming a series of arches . In all cas es only the 
venous arches close t o the mesometrial border of the uterine 
horn were obs erved . These arches wer e formed by the radicles 
which drain the uterine walls . It was interesting to note that 
the roots forming the V. uterine media were larger than the 
parent v esse l itself, which probab l y is du e to the cranial root 
anastomosing with the root of the V. utero-ovarica . Therefor e , 
the drainage of the uterus was mainly accomplished by way of 
the V. utero-ovarica. Besides there were also transverse 
anastomoses be tween the caudal root of the V. uterina media and 
the ventrolateral wall of the body of the uterus , as well as 
communi cations betwe en the V. uterina media and V. ure thro-
genita lis . These findings have been confirmed by Lange (1959) 
and Barone, e t al. (1962) . However, the termination of the V. 
uterina medi a was vari ab l e . In one out of f i ve specimens, the 
l eft vesse l joined the V. utero- ovarica. 
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The V. urethrogenitalis in the male f ollowed the same 
dispos i tion as i ts s a t ellite artery . It drained into the V. 
iliaca interna . A venous plexus was found at the beginning of 
the pelvic part of the urethra . This plexus was drained by the 
roots of the V. vesicalis cranialis, t he roots of t he V. 
urethrogenitali s and the radic l es of the cranial r oot of the 
Ramus obturatorius. Anastomoses between the V. urethrogeni-
talis and the V. pudenda interna were observed . In the main 
roots the valves were direc t ed to the V. urethrogenitalis . In 
the female , the disposition of the V. ure throgeni tali s f oll owed 
the same pattern · as that of its artery . However, it was noted 
that t he crani al root anastomosed with the V. uterina media 
and with the V. ves icalis cranialis through the ure t eral 
radic l es. It was also obs er ved that some radicl es of the 
cranial roots were anastomosed with the radicles of the Ramus 
obturatorius . The caudal root onl y draine d the vagina and 
communi cated with the V. pudenda interna . The Vv . perinei 
partly drained the ves tibule of the vulva and the perineal 
r egion into the V. hemorrhoidalis caudalis . Thi s i s i n agr ee -
ment with Lange (1959), but it was found tha t the Vv . perinei 
anastomosed with the roots which draine d the muscu l ature of the 
vulva superficially through the dors olateral cutaneous vein of 
the tail. 
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The V. pudenda interna was found to be variable in 
disposition. In some cases it was a paired vesselo In the 
female , it arose by a common trunk in the perineal region. 
This trunk anastomosed with the V. pudenda externa . The V. 
pudenda interna was connected with the cauda l root of the 
Ramus obturatorius . These findings were confirmed by Lebedewa 
I 
(1962). In agreement with her, the valves of the V. pudenda 
externa were directed to the V. iliaca interna, while those 
which correspond to the communicating vessel wer e directed 
to the Ramus obturatorius. I t means that the venous b l ood of 
the vulva and its r ela t ed structures ( clitoris) may drain 
ei ther into the V. iliaca i nterna or into the V. profunda 
femoris. 
In the mal e , the V. pudenda interna i s the continuation 
of the V. dorsalis penis up to the first bend of the sigmoid 
f l exure . Three veins drain the penis . One of them coursed 
along the dorsal part of the body being embedd ed in the albu-
ginea . 
I 
Montane (1920) speci fies this vessel as the 11 cavernosum 
vein" . In this investigation this term has been omitted 
because it is not in accord with the anatomical disposition . 
The other two veins, in agreement with Montan~ (1920), ran 
ventrally at each side of the cavernosus bodies of the urethra . 
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As pointed out, these vessels drain in either the ventral 
. 1 
plexus of the prepuce (V. pudenda externa) or in the V . 
dorsalis penis or continue in the cavernosus bodies of the 
urethra. I This is contrary to Montane (1920) who states that 
thes e ves s els drain into the V. pud enda interna via the V. 
perinealis. The V. pudenda interna anastomosed with the V. 
pudenda ext erna u pon the s cro tal septum. At the level of the 
i s chial arch the two Vv . pudenda e externae anastomosed between 
.. .I them forming a v enous plexus which drained the v eins of the 
upper part of the penis and urethra (crus of the penis and 
. j erec tile tissue of the urethra). As in the f emal e , the V. 
pudenda interna in the male also anastomosed with the Ramus 
_, obturatorius. 
The V. hemorrhoidalis caudalis principally drained the 
. ~ perineum, in agreement with Lange (1959) • 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A total of t en animals, five males and five f emal es , were 
us ed for the investigation of the blood vess els supplying the 
genital tract and the accessory genital organs of the swine 
(Sus scrofa domesticus). Additional material, consisting of 
t en uteri from non-pregnant f emale pigs , was employed f or the 
preparation of corrosion specimens. 
Injection methods wer e followed by gross diss ections which 
were supplemented by the study of corrosion specimenso Various 
t echniques wer e employed to obtain detailed information of the 
vas cular pattern of the genital tract in both s exes . The 
combination of 2% ammonium wat er solution and l a t ex , in a ratio 
of 4:6, r espectively, proved t o be a s atisf actory inj ection 
me dia f or both the arterial and venous systems. Storing the 
s pecimen for a consider able time at room t emperature per mitted 
one to overcome the valvular r es i s t ance of the v einso 
In gener al, the arteri a l dispos ition of the genital tr act 
of t he swine was mainly derived fr om a colla t eral pair of 
br anches aris ing from the Aorta abdomina lis , " A. s per matica 
interna", and f rom the vi sceral branches of t he A. iliaca 
interna (A. hypogas trica), n amel y , the A. umbilic alis , the Ao 
ure t hrogenitalis an d t he A. pudenda interna . The blood supply 
. I 
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to the r eproductive tract of the swi ne was somewhat s i milar to 
that of the rumi nants, although several distinguishing f eatur es 
were obs erved in this study . The arterial pattern to the 
mammary glands , the prepuce and the scrotum was deri ved from 
the collateral and t erminal branches of the Ao thoracica interna 
and the Ao profunda femoris (deep f emora l artery). 
The Ao thoracica interna which termi nated variably, 
exc lusive l y supplied the first pair of mammary g l ands by means 
of its Rami intercostales and the Rami sternales. The Ao epi -
gastri ca cranialis seemed to be the direct continuation of the 
Ao thoracica interna throughout the ventral aspect of the abdo-
mina l cavity . I n its course it anastomosed with the A. 
epigastrica caudalis, the Aao intercosta l es, the t wi gs from t he 
crani al branch of the A. phrenoabdominalis, the A. circumfl exa 
ilium profunda and the A. pud enda externa . In the female, i t 
exclus ively supplied the first two pairs of abdomina l mammary 
g l ands and , together with the Ao pudenda externa , supplied the 
last pair of abdominal mammary gl ands. Similarly, in the mal e , 
it supplied the prepuce . The A. profunda f emoris (deep femora l 
artery) gave off the A. spermatica externa and the Truncus 
pudendoepigastricus to suppl y the accessory genital organs in 
both sexes . The A. spermatica externa supplied the M. cremaster 
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ext ernus in both the male and female specimens . Variations in 
i t s origin were observed. 
In the f emale, the A. pudenda externa, arising from the 
pudendoepigastric t r unk, terminated by means of four branches , 
wi th three ( the later al, middle and medial cran i al branches) 
directed cranially . They suppli ed the last pair of abdominal, 
and the inguinal mammary glands . The fourth branch was 
directed cauda l ly and anas tomos ed with a branch of the A. 
pudenda inter na in the peri neal region . 
I n the male, t he A. pudenda externa, as a r u l e , t erminated 
i n four branches on one side and three branches on the other . 
However, the side giving off three , on either the right side 
or the l ef t side , gave ris e to the r ecurrent ar t eries of the 
she at h of the penis . In fact, one of the two medial branches , 
l eft or r ight , of t he A. pudenda ext erna formed the arterial 
circle of the prepuce and the r ecurrent arteri es of the sheath 
of the penis . 
In the mal e , anastomoses were observed be tween the A. 
pudenda ext erna and the A. pudenda interna n ear the sheath of 
the penis (recurrent arteries of the sheath of the penis and 
the preputial branches originating f rom the A. dorsalis penis) 
and upon the scro tal septum . 
•·' 
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The A. spermatica interna arose from the Aorta abdominalis 
anterior to the Ao mesenterica caudalis. The right one arose 
further craniad than the left, however , in the male the left 
vessel was better developed than the right one. The internal 
spermatic artery supplied the testicle and the epididymis (head 
and body). Various authors have applied different nomenclature 
t o the terminal branches of the A. sperma tica interna. Varia -
tions i n the arterial pattern of the Aa . radiatae testes were 
also recorde d . However, this study is in agreement with the 
terminology propos ed by Hofmann (1961) for the bull. 
Features related to the A. def erentialis in the pig were 
recorded . This vessel described a twist around the A. umbili-
calis above the seminal vesicle. It was connected to the A. 
spermatica interna inside the inguinal canal, forming the A. 
accessoria testiculariso In the inguinal canal it branched 
successively and extended to the tail of the epididymi s. 
The Ao spermatica interna in the female was r epresented by 
the Ao utero-ovarica . It divided in a cluster of branches 
before it approached the ovary. One of them was directed to, 
and supplied, the ovary as the A. ovarica, while the others 
(Rami tubouterini) supplied the ovarian bursa, and the anterior 
portion of the uterine tube. In addition, it gave off a few 
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branches to the ovary and finally anastomosed with the A. 
uterina media. 
The corkscrew-like vessels (" spiral arteries") wer e seen 
approaching the vascular zone of the ovary. Where these 
vessels approached the arterial wreaths belonging to the thec a 
externa , a nes t of flatt ened vessels was seen to form . 
In the female pig, the disposition of the A. uterina media 
conformed to the special f ea tures pertaining to its uterus. 
It was divided into different branches which formed arcades 
in c lose proximity to the mesometrial curvature of the uterine 
horn . The most cranial branches anastomosed with the branches 
derive d from the Rami tubouterini, whereas the most caudal 
branches an astornosed with the Rami cervicouterini of the Rami 
uterini (A. uret hrogeni talis) . 
The cranial branch of the A. urethrogenitalis forme d an 
arteri a l plexus along the pelvic part of the urethra , in both 
sexes . This plexus communicated with the t erminal branches 
of the Ramus obtura torius. Varia tions in caliber be tween the 
l eft and right caud al branches of the A. urethrogenitalis in 
both the mal e and female have been observed. In the mal e, the 
more developed caudal branch did not ext end to the perinea l 
r eg ion. The perineal r egion was supplied by the A. hemo -
rrhoidalis c aud alis . In the mal e , the A. urethrogenitalis 
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mainly supplied the accessory genita l glands, and its dispo-
sition r esembl ed that of the bovine. In the female, its caudal 
branch extended to the perineal region and supplied the vagina, 
vulva and perineum. 
The A. pudenda interna mainly supplied the penis and the 
structures related to it. The A. pudenda interna anastomosed 
with the A. urethrogenitalis, and the A. pudenda externa. It 
sometimes gave off the A. hemorrhoidalis caudalis. At the 
level of the fornix of the prepuce the A. dorsalis penis termi-
nated into three branches , the preputial branch, which anasto -
mosed with the recurrent artery of the sheath of the penis; the 
superfi cial branch, which coursed forward being embedded in the 
tunica albuginea of the penis; and the deep branch, which 
pierced the tunica albuginea of the cavernosus body of the 
penis and r amified in same . 
The general pattern of the venous disposition in some 
areas followed the course of the corresponding arteries. The 
venous drainage of the mammary glands was accomplished through 
the V. thoracica interna and its tributaries and the V. 
pudenda externa . They followed the course of their respective 
satellite arteries. 
The V. subcutanea abdominis was not accompanied by an 
artery. It drained the subcutaneous and cutaneous systems 
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r e l a t ed to t he mammary g l an ds . It was c onnec t ed with the V. 
epigas trica cr ania lis . The V. pudenda ex t erna princ i pally 
dr ained the l as t t wo pairs of mammary g l ands (inguina l g l ands) . 
Accor dingly , the venous blood can fl ow ei t her a l ong the course 
of the A. pudend a ext er na , V. epi gastri ca cr ani a lis or the V. 
subcutan ea abdominis . 
The ar ea b etween the l as t pair of mammary g land s and the 
perineum was drained by means of t he caud a l r oo t of the V. 
pu denda ext erna and t he V. s ubcu tan ea ab dominis . 
Varia tions on the t e r mina tion of the V. s perma tica interna 
(V. utero- ovaric a in t he fema l e ) and the V. uterina media 
wer e r eported . They t ermi n a t ed either in the V. ili aca 
c ommun i s or in the V. cava caud al i s . Anas t omos i s b e t ween these 
t wo vesse l s was a l so noticed . The V. u tero- ovari ca mainl y 
drained the ovary , the u terine t ub e and t he t i p of the uter i ne 
horn . It r ecei ved t he r oots of the V. u terina med i a . The V. 
ure throgeni talis dr ained t he ure t hra l venous plexus . I n the 
ma l e , i t fu r ther dr ained the accessory genita l gl and s , whereas 
in the fema l e , i t drained t he cer vi x of the u terus and the 
vagina . 
Anas t omoses were observed between the V. ves i calis 
caud a l is and crani alis and a l so be t ween t he V. urethrogeni ta lis 
and the r oo t s of t he Ramus ob turator i us . 
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The V. pudenda interna drained the vagina, the c l itoris 
and the cranial portion of the vulva in the female . It 
communicated with the Ramus obturatorius of the V. profunda 
I 
femoris, the V. pudenda externa, and the V. urethrogenitalis. 
In the male, the V. dorsalis penis formed the V. pudenda 
interna . The latter formed a venous plexus at the level of 
the ischial arch and anastomosed with the Ra~us obturatorius, 
as i n the female . 
The V. perinealis was not a satellite of the artery i n 
the female. I t j oined the V. hemorrhoidalis caudal is. The 
V. perinealis drained the caudal portion of the vulva and was 
connected with the radicles of the . V. caudalis lateralis. The 
penis was drained by means of three veins, one of which coursed 
dorsally along the penis while the other two cours ed ventrally 
al ong the cavernosus tissu e of the urethra . They conver ged 
together to form the V. dorsalis penis . The ventral veins 
communicated at the l eve l of the fornix of the prepuce with the 
venous plexus which was placed on the ventral wall of the 
prepuce. 
The ventral venous plexus of the prepuce was drained by 
the V. subcutanea abdominis and V. pudenda externa . 
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Table 1 . Data r egarding the number, sex , age and body wei ght 
of the experimenta l animals 
Animal no . Breed 
1 Yorkshire 
2 II 
3 11 
4 II 
5 II 
6 II 
7 II 
8 II 
9 Hampshire 
10 II 
aM - Mal e; F - Femal e 
bM - Male castrates 
Age in Weight i n 
Sex a months pounds 
F 8 180 
F 8 190 
F 14 260 
F 10 230 
F 8 150 
Mb 13 250 
Mb 12 280 
M 7 150 
M 8 170 
M 18 350 
. ' .. 
. .
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Table 2 . Relationship of body weight of the animal and 
quantity of the anesthetic solution us ed for 
intraperitoneal administrationa 
Animal no . Weight in pounds Quantity 
1 180 70 
2 190 60 
3 260 95 
4 230 100 
5 150 60 
6 250 90 
7 280 95 
8 150 60 
9 170 70 
10 350 120 
in 
aAnesthetic solu tion not direc tly related to the body 
weight of the individual animal. 
cc . 
Table 3. 
Ani ma l 
no. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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Site, pressure and amount of diluted latex 
adminis t ered for vascu l ar inj ec tion 
I njection Pressure in 
mass Site mm Hg . 
Arterial injection 
Red l atex Left carotid artery 100 
II II II 11 11 ti 
II II II 11 II II 
II II 11 II 11 II 
II II II " II t I 
" II II 11 11 II 
11 II 11 11 11 " 
II ti II II II II 
II ti II II II II 
II II II II ti " 
Venous inj ection 
Blue l atex Posterior vena cava 70 
II II " II II II 
II II " II II II 
II " II II II II 
II II II II II II 
ti II II II II II 
II II II II II II 
II II II II II II 
II II II II II II 
II II II II II II 
Amount i n 
cc . 
900 
900 
1200 
1200 
800 
1200 
1300 
900 
900 
1500 
1200 
1000 
1500 
1000 
1000 
1200 
1500 
1000 
1200 
1000 
~ t 
Table 4. Vari ati ons on the t ermi nation of t he A. thoracica i nterna 
Leve l of Terminati on : 
4th 5th 1 cm. after the A. 
Specimen Intercos t al 5th I n t ercosta l 6th Insertion of thoracic a i nterna 
no . space rib space rib M. diaphragma l eaves the thoracic 
cavit 
Ri ght side 
1 ';'( 
2 .... " 
3 ')( 
4 ')( 
5 ·k 
6 .;, 
t-" 
N 
7 "]( co 
8 ;~ 
9 ;': 
10 -;, 
Left side 
1 ·'· " 
2 "';'( 
3 -J: 
4 ;': 
5 ·'· " 
6 -l< 
7 ·'· " 
8 ·'· " 
9 -l< 
10 * 
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Tab l e 5 . Varia~ions on the termin a t ion of the Vv . pudendae 
externae 
Level of Termination : 
Specimen Truncus pudendo-
n o . epigastricus 
1 
2 
3 
4 ·'-" 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 -j, 
V. iliaca V. profunda 
externa V. femora lis femoris 
Right side 
Left s ide -- --
-·-,.. 
•k 
7< 
7: 
-·-" 
.J. 
" 
* 
.J-
" 
·k 
-/( 
°"' .J-
" 
* 
* .J. 
" 
-;, 
.J. 
" 
* 
7, 
_,_ ,.. 
* 
7, 
-·-" 
.J. 
" 
* ~·( 
_,_ 
" 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
Figure 1 . The apparatus for inj ec ting arteries and veins 
1 . Tube for air inlet 
2 . Mercury manometer 
3. Valve for air pressure control 
4. Three- way valve 
5. Bottle with red or blue latex 
6. Ammonium hydroxide (2% solution) 

Figure 2. Average outside diameter of vessels to the genital tract of the swine . 
NAMES OF THE VESSELS 
Soecimen AQt •n A spenn<r1co Truncus A. spennoticc A.tpioostnco A. pudtndo A thoroc1co A •P<OOS!nco 
A 
A. prof undo Number Months 1rrerno A 1.mb1hcohs A uterine Ad<ltrtnllohs A urethra- A.pudtndo pudtndo- A.musculo· hfmorrho.dolo! (\~~~~~) media qtn1tolis inter no ep1oostricu1 externo coudohs tlttrno inter no cron1olis phrt nico coudolis femoris 
Females 
Rooht Ltf l R1oht Ltfl RioM Ltft RioM l.!ft Roohl Ltfl R1Qlrt Ltfl R1oht Left R1 oht Lefl R1qht Ltft R1oht Lttl R1oht Lefl R1qht Lefl R>Qhl Ltfl R•oh1 Lt ft Roohl Lt fr 
S1dt S1dt S1dt S1dt S1dt S1dt S•dt Sidt Side Sidt Sidt Sidt S1dt Sidt S1dt Sidt S1dt S1dt S1dt Side Side Side S1dt Side Sidt Sidt S ide S1dt S1dt Side 
l 8 1.5 1.5 3.0 2 .0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 1.5 3.0 2.0 4 .0 4.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.5 
2 8 2.0 2.0 3 .0 2.5 2 .0 2 .0 3 .0 3.0 2.0 2 .0 3.0 3.0 LO 1.0 1.0 l.0 2.0 3 .0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.5 2.5 2.5 1.0 1.0 4.0 4 .0 
3 14 1.5 1.5 4.0 4 .0 2.0 2.0 2 .0 2.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 2..5 2.5 5 .0 5.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.5 4.5 5.0 
4 10 2.0 2.0 4 .0 4.0 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 2 .0 2.5 3.0 1.0 0. 5 2..0 2.0 2.0 2.5 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 2..0 2.0 4.5 4.0 
5 8 2.0 2 .0 3.0 4.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2 .0 2.0 2 .0 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 4 .0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 4.0 4.0 
Avt r09t 1.8 1.8 3.4 3.3 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.5 1.8 2.0 2 .7 2.4 1.0 0.9 1. 4 1.4 2.3 2.4 4.2 4.0 3.0 2.9 2.3 2.2 1.2 1.3 4 .2 4.3 
Avtro9e for Ftma lu 1.8 3.3 2..0 2.3 1.9 2.5 0.9 1.4 2.3 4.1 2.9 2.2 1.2 4, 2 
Molts 
6c 13 1.0 1.0 3 .0 3 .0 1.0 1.0 2 .0 3.0 3.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 2.5 5.0 5.0 3.0 4.0 2.5 3.0 2.0 2.0 4.5 5.0 
7c 12 1.0 1.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 5.o 5.0 3 .0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.5 
8 7 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2 .0 2.0 1.5 0.5 t.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 5.0 4.5 3.0 3.0 z.o 2.0 1.0 1.5 4.0 4.0 
9 8 2.5 3 .0 3.0 3.0 2..0 1.5 3.0 2.5 2. 5 2.5 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 2 .0 2.0 1.5 1.5 4.0 4.0 
10 19 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 z.o 1.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2..0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 s.o 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 2. 5 2.5 5.0 5.0 
Avt'OOt 1.9 1.7 2.9 2 .6 l.4 J.2 2..6 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.9 2.0 1.3 1.1 1.9 1.9 2 .7 2.5 5.0 4.7 3.2 3.4 2.5 2.6 1.9 1.9 4. 3 4.5 
Average for M olts 1.8 2.7 1.3 2.7 2.5 2.8 1.7 1.9 2.6 4.8 3.3 2.5 1.8 4.4 
Avtro9t for Both Stas 1.8 3.0 2.0 1.3 2.5 2.2 2. 6 1.J 1.6 2.4 4.5 3.1 2.3 1.5 4,3 
( c-costrottd } 
Figure 3. Arteries to the genital t r act of the mal e pig (schematic ) 
A. Testicle 
B. Epididymis 
c. Ductus deferens 
D. Seminal vesicle 
F. Bulbourethral gland 
G. Penis 
1. Aorta abdominis 
2 . A. phrenoabdominalis 
3. Aa. lumbales 
4. A. renalis (left) 
5. A. spermatica interna 
9. Ra~us uretericus of 5 
7 . Arterial cone 
8. Aa. testiculares 
9. A. iliaca externa 
10. A. circumflexa ilium 
profunda 
11. A. f emoris profunda 
12. A. spermatica externa 
13 . Truncus pudendoepi~ 
gastricus 
14. A. epigastrica caudalis 
15. A. pudenda externa 
16. Lateral cranial branch 
of 15 
17. Middle cranial branch 
of 15 
18. Medial cranial branch 
of 15 
19. Arterial semicircle of 
t he prepuce 
H. Gr us of the penis cut away 
from ischial arch 
I . M. bulbocavernosus 
J . M. ischiocavernosus 
K. M. retractor penis 
L. M. i schiococcygeus 
M. Preputial diver ticulum. 
20. Recurrent artery (left ) 
of 18 
21. Caudal branch of 15 
22. Superficial branch of 21 
23. Deep branch of 21 
25. Anastomosis of 15 with 60 
28. Ramus obturatorius of 11 
31. Caudopraxim.al branch of 11 
33. A. iliaca interna 
34. A. umbilicalis 
35. A. vesicalis cranialis 
36. A. def erentialis 
37. Ramus uretericus of 36 
38. A. glutea cranialis 
39 . A. obturatoria 
40. A. urethrogeni talis 
41. Cranial branch of 40 
42. Ramus prostaticus 
47. A. vesicalis caudalis 
48. Ramus uretericus of 41 
49. Branch to seminal vesicle 
50. Deferential branch 
51. Caudal branch of 40 
52. Anastomotic br anches f rom 
51 to 42 
N. Lnn. inguinales super-
ficiales (lifted) 
O. Urinary bladder 
P. Rectum 
Q. M. cremaster externus 
R. Ur eter 
S. M. sphincter ani externus 
53. .Anastomoti c branches f r om 
51 to 60 
54. Dorsal branches of 53 
60. A. pudenda interna 
61. Aa . bulbae urethrae 
62.. Aa . profundae penis 
63 . Rami musculares 
67. Branch to anastomosis with 15 
74. A. glutea caudalis 
75. A. hemorrhoidalis caudalis 
76. A. perinei 
77. Br anch to bulbourethral gland 
78. Br anch to M. ischiococcygeus 
79. A. sacralis media 
80. A. mesenterica caudal is 
81. A. hemorr hoidal i s cranial is 
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Figure 4. Arteries to the genital tract of the ma l e pig (schematic ) 
A. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
21. 
22. 
23 . 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29 . 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Testicle (right ) (The 
left was removed ) 
Seminal vesicle (r ight ) 
(the l eft was r emoved) 
Prostate gland 
Bulbourethral gland 
(right) (The l eft was 
removed ) 
Caudal branch of A. 
pude:ida externa 
Superficial br anch of 21 
Deep branch of 21 
Branch to the scr otal 
septum 
Anastomotic branch of 
21 with 60 
Medial terminal branch 
of 21 
Lateral terminal br anch 
of 21 
Ramus obturator ius · 
Cr anial branch of 28 
Caudal branch of 28 
Caudopr aximal br anch 
of 11 
A. circumflexa f emor is · 
medialis 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J . 
K. 
33. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42,. 
43 . 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49 . 
51. 
52. 
Penis N. 
Grus of the pen.is cut aw-ey 
from the ischial arch o. 
M. bul bocavernosus P. 
M. ischiocavernosus (par t R. 
of it was r emoved) s. 
M. retractor penis cut T. 
away f rom i ts origin 
A. iliaca i nter na 53 . 
A. gl ut ea caudalis 
A. obturatoria 55. 
A. uret.hrogeni talis 56. 
Cranial br anch of 40 57. 
Ramus pr ostaticus 
Arterial arch f ormed by 58. 
42 and 49 59. 
Arteri al arch formed by 60. 
42 and 51 64. 
Branches to the prostate 65. 
gland f rom 43 and 44 
Arteri al net\.1ork of the 66. 
urethra 
A. vesicalis caudalis 68. 
Ramus uretericus of 41 69. 
Branch to the seminal 70. 
vesicl e 71. 
Caudal br anch of 40 72. 
Anastomotic branches fro~ 73 . 
51 to 42 
Lnn. inguinales superf i -
ciales (lifted) 
Urinary bladder 
Rectum 
Ur eter 
M. sphincter ani externus 
Urethra 
(The sheath of the penis and 
the preputial sac were opened) 
Anastomotic br anches f r om 
51 to 60 
Ventral branches of 53 
,Medial br anches of 53 
Anastomoti c branches fr om 
46 to 28 
Terminal br anches of 51 
Branch to the M. r etr actor penis 
A. pudenda interna 
Rami perine i 
Br anch to the M. ischio- -
urethralis 
Anastomot i c branches from 
60 to 40 
A. dorsalis peni s 
Later al branches of 68 
Br anch to M. retractor penis 
Preputial branch of 68 
Superf i cial br anch of 68 
Deep branch of 68 
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Figure 5 . Terminal branching of the A. pudenda ext erna in the mal e pig (schematic) 
N. Ln . i ngui na l es superficiales 
15. A. pudenda externa 
16. Latera l cranial branch of 15 
17. Mi ddl e cranial branch of 15 
18 . Medi a l cranial branch of 15 
21. Cauda l branch of 15 
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Figure 6 . Variations in the origin of the A. pudenda ext erna, A. spermatica 
externa and the termination of the Vv . pudendae externae 
(schematic) 
9. A. and V. iliaca externa 
11 . A. and V. femori s profunda 
12. Ao and V. spermati ca externa 
13. Truncus pudendoepigastricus 
14. A. and V. epi gastrica caudalis 
15. A. and V. pudenda externa 
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Figure 7. Veins from the genital tract of the male swine (schematic) 
A. Testicle H. 
B. Epididymis 
C. Ductus deferens I. 
D. Seminal vesicle J. 
F. BulbourethroJ. gland K. 
G. Penis L. 
1. v. cava caudalis 23. 
5. V. spen:iatica interna 25. 
6. V. ureterica 
7. Pampiniform plexus 28. 
8 . Vv. testiculares 29. 
9. V. iliaca externa JO. 
91. V. iliaca communis (left) Jl. 
10. V. circumflexa ilium 32. 
profunda 
ll. V. femoris profunda 33. 
12. V. spermatica externa 34. 
13. Truncus pudendoepi-
gastricus 35. 
l4. V. epigastrica caudalis 36. 
15. V. pudenda externa 38. 
16. lateral cranial root of 39. 
15 40. 
18. Medial cranial root of 41. 
15 1;2 . 
19. Venous plexus of the 46. 
prepuce 
20. Communicant radicles 47. 
between 15 and V. subcu- 49. 
tanea abdominis 
21. Caudal root of 15 50. 
22. Superficial root of 21 51. 
Crus of the penis cut 
away from ischial arch 
H. bulbocavernosus 
M. ischiocavernosus 
H. retractor penis 
M. ischiooocoygeus 
Deep root of 21 
Anastomotic root of 
21 to 60 
Ramus obturatorius 
Cranial root of 28 
Caudal root of 28 
Caudoproximal root of 11 
V. circumflexa femoris 
medialis 
V. iliaca interna 
Anastomotic root between 
ll and 60 
V. vesicalis cranialis 
v. deferentialis 
v. glutea cranialis 
v. obturatoria. 
V. urethrogenitalis 
Cranial root of 40 
Prostatic radicles 
Venous plexus of the 
urethra 
Urethral radicles 
Glandular radicles from 
the seminal vesicle 
Deferential radicles 
Caudal root of 40 
M. 
N. 
o. 
P. 
Q. 
R. 
52. 
53. 
58. 
60. 
601 • 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
68'. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
82. 
Preputial diverticulum 
Inn. inguinales superfi-
ciales (lifted) 
Urinary bladder 
Rectum 
M. cremaster externus 
Ureter 
Prostatic radicle 
lateral radicle of 51 
Medial radicle of 51 
V. pudenda interna 
Communicant radicle to 28 
Vv. bulbourethrae 
Vv. profundae penis 
Muscular radicles 
Rami perinei 
Radicle from the ventro-
lateral part of the bulbo-
urethral gland 
Communicant radicle to 15 
V. dorsalis penis 
Dorsal root of 68 
V. glutea caudalis 
V. hemorrhoidalis 
V. perinealis 
Root from the bulbourethral 
gland 
Root from the H. ischio-
co ccygeus 
V. sacrnlis media 
Cutaneous radicles of the 
Vv. caudales lnterales 
J~
 
Figure 8. Variation in t ermination of A. thor ac i ca interna 
A. M. transversus thoraci s (exposed) 
B. M. diaphragma (cu t off) 
III. Third rib 
IV. Four th rib 
V. Fifth rib 
VI. Sixth rib 
84 . A. and V. thoraci ca interna 
87. A. and V. epigastrica cranialis 
90 . A. musculophrenica 
Figure 9. Ventral view of the inguinal r egion (super f i cial 
dissection) 
A. Testic l es 
B. Lnn. inguina l es superficial es 
C. Rudimentary mammary g l ands 
D. Prepuce 
16. La t era l crani a l branch of A. pudenda ext erna 
21. Cauda l branch of the A. pudenda externa 
22. Superficial branch of 21 
23. Deep branch of 21 

Figure 10 . Termination of the medial cranial branc h of the 
A. pudenda externa in the male pig 
A. Rudimentary mammary glands 
B. Pr eputial diverticulum 
16 . Lateral cranial branch of the A. pudenda 
externa 
18. Medial cranial branch of A. pudenda ext erna 
19. Arteria l circle of the prepuce 
Figure 11. Deep dissecti on of the preputial area in the ma l e 
pig 
A. Rudimentary mammary gland s 
B. Preputial diverticulum (dis t end ed) 
C. Sheath of the penis 
16. La t eral cranial branch of the A. pudend a 
externa 
17 . Middle cranial branch of the A. pudenda 
externa 
18. Medial cranial branch of the A. pudend a 
externa 
19. Arterial circl e of the prepuce 
20. Recurrent artery of the sheath of the penis 
(left) 
Figure 12. Deep diss ection of the preputial area 
A. Rudimentary mammary gl ands 
B. Preputia l diverticulum (di stended) 
C. Sheath of the penis 
19. Arter i al c i rc l e 
20 . Recurrent artery of the sheath of the peni s 
(left) 
Anastomoses with the superfici a l branch of the 
A. dorsali s penis 
L "'71 
Figure 13. The venous dr ainage of the cranial aspect of the 
prepuce (s uperfici al diss ec tion) 
A. Rudimentar y mammary glands 
B. Prepuce 
C. Kne e fold 
97. V. subcutanea abdominis 
97v. Roo t fr om the median line of the ventral 
abdominal wall 
Figure 14. The venous drainage of the later a l aspec t of 
the prepuce . 
A. 
B. 
97. 
97v r 1. 
20 . 
89. 
Rudimentary mammary g l ands 
Prepuce · 
V. subcutanea abdominis 
Roots from the lateral aspect of the pre puc e 
Anastomos is b e t ween the V. subcutanea 
abdominis and V. pudenda ext erna (later a l 
cranial branch) 
Preputia l branches (medial) frpm the A. 
epigastrica cranialis 

Figure 15a. Latex cast of the A. sper-
matica interna and A. 
def erentialis 
5 . Ao spermatica int erna 
5 1 • Anastomotic branch 
to 36 
7 . Ar terial cone (Pampini -
form plexus) 
8. Aa . testicul ares 
36. A. deferentialis 
Figure 15b . Latex cast showing the vari -
ation of the A. spermatica 
interna at its termination 
5 . A. spermati ca interna 
5'. Anastomotic branch 
to 36 
5 1 ' '. Branches to the medial 
and lateral side of 
the testicle 
7 . Arterial cone (Pam-
piniform plexus) 
8 . Aa. testiculares 
36 . A. defer entialis 
I t will be evident that the 
A. spermatica interna gave 
off a collateral branch to 
the medial and lateral sur-
face of the testicle . 
1~
1 
Figure 16 . Latex cast from the testicle 
5 . A. spermatica interna 
8. Aa. t esticulares 
8' . Aa . radiatae testes 
8''. Aa . centripedales 
8' ' ' . Arteri al arches of 8' 
at the mediastinum 
testes 
8IV. Aa . centrifuga les 
Fi gure 17 . Pampiniform plexus of the 
testicle 
5. V. spermatica interna 
forming the pampini -
f orm plexus 
S'. Communicating branch 
to 36 
S''. Branches to the epi-
didymis 
7. Pampini form plexus 

Figure 18 . Cast of the Aa . radiatae t estes showing the 
arrangements of arterial loops in the media -
s t inum testis 
Figure 19 . 
Figure 20 . 
8. Aa. t esticulares 
8'' . Aa. centripedales 
8'V . Aa. centrifugales 
A. Type No . 1 One vessel made different arterial 
loops at different l evels 
B. Type No. 2 The vessel did not give a col-
lateral branch at the level of the 
arterial loop (Hill , 1905) 
C. Type No. 3 The vessel gave collateral branches 
at the l evel of the arterial loop 
(Hill, 1905) 
D. Type No . 4 The vessel divided into two branches, 
each of them describ ed the 
respective l oops (Hill, 1905) 
E. Type No . 5 Two Aa. radiatae testes were 
anastomosed forming an arch at the 
mediastinum t estes 
E. 
F . 
G. 
H. 
H. 
I. 
Type No . 5 
Type No . 6 
Type No. 7 
Type No. 8 
Type No . 8 
Type No . 9 
Described in Figure 18 
One of the Aa . radiatae testes gave 
a collateral branch before the 
abrupt looping is described 
(Hill, 1905) 
One of the Aa . centrifugales gave 
a collateral branch after the abrupt 
looping i s described (Hill, 1905) 
Conspicuous disposition of the Aa. 
radiatae testes 
Noted in Fi gur e 19 
Five radiatae testes were anasto-
mosed forming archs at the 
mediastinum testes 
155 
Figure 2l a o Cross s ec tion of t he penis (befor e the s i gmoid 
flexure) 
Ao Tunica albuginea 
Bo Trabeculae 
C. Corpus cavernosum penis 
D. Corpus c avernosum ure thrae 
E. Urethra 
68 0 A. and V. dorsalis penis 
Figure 2lb. Cross s ection of the penis ( about 2 cm after the 
sigmoid flexure) 
A. Tunica albuginea 
Bo Trabeculae 
C. Corpus cavernosum penis 
D. Corpus cavernosum urethrae 
E. Urethra 
F . M. retractor penis 
680 V. dorsalis penis (wi th blu e l atex) 
690 Terminal branches of the A. dorsalis penis 
(right and l eft) 
L~1 
Figure 22. Cross section of penis (cranial third) 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
68 '. 
68 1 I. 
69. 
Tunica albuginea 
Trabeculae 
Corpus cavernosum penis 
Corpus cavernosum urethr ae 
Urethra 
Dorsal root of the V. dorsa lis penis 
Ventral roots of the V. dorsalis penis 
(right and left) 
Terminal branches of the A. dorsalis penis 
(right and l ef t) 
I 
J 
• 
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Figure 23 . Arteries t o the genital t r act of the female pig (schematic ) 
A. Ovary 
B. Ovarian bursa 
c. Uterine tube 
D. Uterine horn 
E. Body of uterus 
F. Vagina 
G. Vulva 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
5 I• 
51 I • 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13 . 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
21. 
Aorta abdominis 
A. phrenoabdominalis 
A. renalis (left) 
A. u.tero-ovarica 
Ram.i tubouterini 
Arterial plexus of 5' 
Ramus uretericus 
Pampinif orm plexus 
A. ovarica 
A. iliaca externa 
A. circumflexa iliU111 
profunda 
A. profunda femoris 
A. spermatica interna 
Truncus pudendoepi-
gastri cus 
A. epigastrica caudalis 
A. pudenda externa 
Lateral cranial br anch 
of 15 
Middle cranial branch 
of 15 
Medial cranial branch 
of 15 
Caudal br anch of 15 
H. Crus of the clitoris cut 
away from the ischial arch 
L. M. ischiococcyeeus 
N. Inn. in"'1i.nales superfi-
ciales (lifted) 
o. Bladder 
P. Rectum 
22. 
23. 
25. 
26. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
361 • 
361 I• 
361 I I• 
361 v. 
36v. 
36v1 o 
36V1 I • 
37. 
38. 
39. 
Superficial br anch of 21 
Deep branch of 21 
Anastomosis between 
15 and 60 
Ramus obturatorius of 11 
Cranial br anch of 28 
Caudal branch of 28 
Caudoproximal branch 
of 11 
A. circumflexa f emoris 
medialis 
A. iliaca interna 
A. umbilicalis 
A. vesicalis caudalis 
A. uterina media 
Main vessels of 36 
Primary branches of 36 
Secondary branches of 36 
Branches t o the broad 
ligament of the uterus 
Anastomotic branch to 5' 
Anastomotic branch to 501 
Ramuli uter ini 
Ramus uretericus of 36 
A. glutea craniali s 
A. obturatoria 
R. Ureter 
s . M. sphincter ani externus 
T. Urethra 
u. M. constrictor vestibuli 
V. M. constrictor vulvae 
X. Broad ligament (cut away 
from its origin) 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43 . 
47. 
48. 
50. 
50' . 
51. 
53 . 
60. 
61. 
611 • 
62. 
621 • 
62 1 I• 
63. 
68. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
78. 
79. 
so. 
81 . 
A. urethrogenitali s 
Cranial branch of 40 
Rami vaginalis of 41 
Ramus urethralis of 41 
A. vesicalis caudalis 
Ramus uretericus 
Rami uterini 
Rami cervicouter ini 
Caudal branch of 40 
Anastomotic branch from 
51 to 60 
A. pudenda interna 
A. urethralis 
Anastomotic branch to 51 
Common trunk to 621 and 62 11 
Rami vesti bularis 
A. profunda clitor idis 
A. bulbivesti buli 
A. dorsalis clitoridis 
A. gl utea caudalis 
A. hemorrhoi dalis caudalis 
Ramus musculari s 
Branch to the H. ischiococcygeus 
A. sacralis media 
A. mesenteri ca caudali s 
A. hemorrhoi dalis cr anialis 
~--- -
Figure 24 . Arteries t o the ventra l wa ll of the trunk in the f ema l e pig (schema tic) 
C. c . 
N. 
I-XIV . 
1. 
2 . 
2 I • 
21 I• 
4. 
5. 
9 . 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13 . 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17 . 
18 . 
21. 
22. 
23 . 
33. 
Carinif orm cartilage 
Lnn. inguinales superfi-
cial es ( lifted) 
Ri bs 
Aorta abdominis 
A. phrenoabdominalis 
Cranial branch of 2 
Caudal branch of 2 
A. r enalis (left) 
A. spermatica interna 
A. iliaca externa 
A. c i rcumf l exa ilium 
profunda 
A. profunda femoris 
A. spermatica externa 
Truncus pudendoepi-
gas tricus 
A. epi gastrica caudalis 
A. pudenda externa 
La t eral cranial branch 
of 15 
Mi dd l e crani al branch 
of 15 
Medial crania l branch of 
15 
Caudal branch of 15 
Super f i c i a l branch of 21 
Deep branch of 21 
A. ili aca inter n a 
79. 
80. 
81. 
83 . 
83 '. 
84 . 
85 . 
86 . 
87. 
88 . 
89 . 
90 . 
91. 
92 . 
93 . 
94 . 
94' . 
95 . 
96 . 
96 '. 
A. sacralis media 
A. mesenterica caudalis 
A. hemorrhoidalis craniali s 
A. brachi alis (A. subclavia) 
Truncus omocervicalis 
A. and V. thoracica i nterna 
Rami inter costales of 84 
Cutaneous branches of Rami 
sternales of 84 
A. epigastrica crani alis 
La t eral branches of 87 
Media l branches of 87 
A. musculophreni ca 
A. thoracica externa 
A. transversa scapulae 
Rami ventrales of Aa. inter-
cos tales 
V. cava cranialis 
Truncus costocervi ca lis 
V. jugu l aris 
V. axillaris proximalis 
V. axillaris di stalis 
£9
1 
Fii\ll'e 25 . Veins from the genital tract of the female pig (schematic) 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
1. 
5. 
51. 
51 I 0 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
91 . 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
20. 
21. 
Ovary 
Ovarian bursa 
Uterine tube 
Uterine horn 
Body of uterus 
Vagina 
Vulva 
V. cava caudalis 
V. uter o-ovarica 
Rami tubouterini 
Venous plexus of 5' 
Ramus uret ericus 
Pwnpi.nif'orm plexus 
Vv. ovarici 
v. iliaca externa 
V. iliaca communis 
V. circumfle:xa ilium 
profunda 
V. profunda femoris 
V. spermatica externa 
Truncus pudendoepi-
gastri~us 
V. epigastrica cranialis 
V. pudenda externa 
Cranial root of 15 
Communicant radicles 
bet .... ieen 15 and V. subcu-
tanea abdominis 
Caudal root of 15 
H. 
L. 
N. 
o. 
P. 
22. 
23. 
25. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
361 • 
36 11 • 
36v. 
36V1 • 
36Vt I• 
38. 
39. 
Grus of the clitoris cut 
avay from the ischial arch 
M. ischiococcygeus 
Inn. inguinales superfi-
ciales (lifted) 
Urinary bladder 
Rectum 
Superficial radicle 
of 21 
Deep radicle of 21 
Anastomosis between 
15 and 60 
Ramus obturatorius 
Cranial root of 28 
Caudal root of 28 
Caudoproximal branch 
of 11 
V. circumflexa f emoris 
medialis 
Communicant vein between 
11 and 60 
v. vesicalis cranialis 
V. uterina media 
Cranial root of 36 
Caudal root of 36 
Anastomotic radicles to 5 
Anastomotic radicles to 40 
Ramuli uterini 
V. glutea cranialis 
V. obturatoria 
R. 
s . 
T. 
u. 
v. 
x. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
47. 
46. 
50. 
501. 
51. 
53. 
60. 
60•. 
61. 
62 1 • 
62 1 '. 
68. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
78 . 
82. 
97. 
Ureter 
H. sphincter ani externus 
Urethra 
M. constrictor vestibuli 
M. constrictor vulvae 
Broad ligament (cut away 
from its origin) 
V. urethrogenitalis 
Cranial root of 40 
Rami vaginalis 
Rand urethralis 
V. vesicalis caudalis 
Urethral (venous) plexus 
Rami uterini 
Rami cervioouterini 
Caudal root of 40 
Vaginal radicles of 51 
V. pudenda interna 
Communicant radicle to 28 
V. urethralis 
Rami vestibularis 
V. profunda clitoridis 
V. dorsalis clitoridis 
V. glutea caudal.is 
v. hemorrhoidalis caudalis 
V. perinealis 
Root from the M. ischiococcygeus 
Cutaneous radicles of the 
Vv. caudales laterales 
V. subcutanea abdominis 
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Figure 26. Veins from the ventral aspect of the trunk in the female pig 
(schematic) 
The right side has been dissected superficially. The cranial portion 
of the left side was expos ed after r emoving the M. r ectus abdominis 
while the caudal portion was deeply diss ected and the mammary glands 
were r emoved . 
A. Mammary gland 
B. Xiphoid process (sternum) 
C. M. r ectus abdominis (cut) 
N. Lnn. inguinales superficiales (reflected) 
15. 
16 . 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
25. 
87 . 
88. 
89 c 
9 7. 
9 7 I • 
97 1 I o 
97'". 
97' v . 
97'{. 
97V 
V. pudenda externa 
Cranial root of 15 
Connnunicant radicles from 97 
Caudal root from 15 
Superficial radicle of 21 
Deep radicle of 21 
Anastomosis from 15 to the V. pudenda interna 
V. epigastrica cranialis 
Lateral roots of 87 
Medial roots of 87 
V. subcutanea abdominis 
Anastomotic radicles from 97 to the V. circumflexa femoris 
medialis and V. saphena parva 
Communicant bridges between 97 of both sides 
Root from the knee fold 
Roots from the latera l wall of the trunk 
Root from the median plane of the ventral aspect of the trunk 
Anastomotic radi cles to the v. · saphena magna 
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Figure 27. Disposition of the A. and V. epigastri ca crani alis 
and M. rectus abdominis (in part) 
A. M. cutaneus trunci together wi th subcutan eous 
tissue and skin ( exposed) 
B. Deep face of the M. rectus abdomini s 
C. Cos tal arch 
87. A. and V. epigastrica crani ali s 
88 . Lateral branch and l atera l root of 87 
89 . Medial branch and medial r oot of 87 
Figure 28. Anastomosis between the V. epigastri ca cranialis 
and V. subcutanea abdominis 
89 . 
97. 
97 I I• 
97 II I• 
97 r V . 
Medial r oot of V. epigastrica craniali s 
(cutaneous r ad i c l e) 
V. subcutanea abdominis 
Communicant bridges between 97 of b oth s i des 
Root from the knee fo ld 
Root from the l ateral wa l~ of the trunk 
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Figure 29 . Disposition of the V. subcu-
tanea abdominis in the 
fema l e pig (crani al portion) 
A. 
B. 
9 7. 
9 7 I t , 
97 " ' . 
97'V. 
Mammary gland 
Infras t ernal fossa 
V. subcutanea abd ominis 
Communicant bri dges 
be t ween 97 of both sides 
Root from the knee fo l d 
Root from the l a t era l 
wall of the trunk 
Fi gure 30 . Disposition of the V. subcu-
t anea abdorninis i n the 
female pi g (caudal porti on) 
A. 
B. 
97 . 
97 I t , 
97 ti I• 
Mammary gland 
Lnn . inguinales 
superficiales 
V. subcutanea abdomini s 
Communicant bridges 
between 97 of both 
s i des 
Root fr om the knee fold 
r 
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Figure 31. Superficial dis section of the 
medial side of the thigh 
showing the anastomotic r adi-
cles of the V. saphena magna 
and parva with the V. subcu -
tanea abdominis 
A. Marmnary gland 
B. Stifle joint (medial) 
C. Knee fold 
97 1 • Cutaneous anastomosis 
between the radicles of 
the V. subcutanea abdo -
mini s and V. saphena 
parva and V. circumflexa 
f emoris medialis 
97v• . Cutaneous anas t omosis 
be twe en the r adicles of 
the V. subcutanea abdo-
minis and V. saphena 
magna. 
98. V. s aphena parva 
99~ V. saphena magna 
Fi gure 32. Deep dissecti on of the 
inguina l r egi on showing 
the anastomosis between 
the V. pudenda externa 
(cranial root) with the 
V. subcutanea abdominis 
A. Marmnary gland 
B. Lnn . inguinales 
s uperfic i al es 
16 . Crania l r oot of the 
V. pudenda externa 
.. 20 . Cormnunicant radicles 
between 97 and 16 
97. V. subcutanea 
abdominis 
97 ' ''. Root from the knee 
fold 
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Figure 33. Deep dissecti on of the 
inguinal r egi on af t er reflect-
ing the first inguinal 
mammary g l an d 
A. Mammary g l and (ref l ec t ed) 
16 . Cranial r oo t of the V. 
pud enda externa 
20 . Communicant radicles 
between 97 and 16 
97. V. subcutanea abdominis 
97 ''. Communicant bridges 
between 97 of both sides 
97' ''. Roo t fr om t he knee fold 
Fi gure 34 . Anastomosis between the 
r oo t s of the V. subcu-
t an ea abdomini s and V. 
saphena magna 
A. Mammary gland 
(inguinal) 
B. Stifle joint 
97 ' ''. Root from the knee 
fold 
97v ' . Anastomoti c radi cles 
f r om the V. saphena 
magna 
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Figure 35. The V. subcutanea abdominis showing its roots from 
the lateral wall of the trunk 
A. Mammary gland 
B. Skin (reflected) 
C. Knee fold 
97'V. Roots from the l ateral wall of the trunk 
Figure 36 . Dissection of the infraesternal fossa exposing the 
termination of the medial root of the V. subcutanea 
abdominis 
A. Mammary gland 
B. Infraesternal fossa 
97. V. subcutanea abdominis 
97v. Root from the median plane of the ventral 
wall of the trunk 
E 
Figure 37. Origin of the medial root 
of the V. subcutanea 
abdominis at the l eve l 
of the knee fold 
A. Mammary gland 
B. Median line 
C. Knee fold 
97 . v. subcutanea ab do-
minis 
97v . Root from the median 
line of the ventral 
wall of the abdomen 
Figur e 38 . Superfic i al dissection of 
the perineal region of the 
female pi g 
A. Tail 
B. Vulva 
C. Anus 
25 . 
82. 
82 I , 
Anastomosis be t ween the 
V. pudenda externa and 
the V. pudend a interna 
Cutaneou s roots of the 
V. caudalis lateralis 
It can be seen that a 
s ingle vessel from the 
peri vulvar tissues 
j oins the anastomosis 
(25) between the V. 
pudenda ext erna and V. 
pudenda interna . This 
vessel i s also connected 
with t he cutaneous 
radicles of the V. 
caudalis l a t era lis . 
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Figure 39. Termination of the A. and V. pudenda externa in 
the female pig 
A. Mammary gl and 
B. Uterine horn 
C. Symphysis pelvis (cut) 
D. Lnn. inguina l es superfi ciales 
9 . A. and V. iliaca ext erna 
15 . A. and V. pudenda externa at the externa l 
inguinal ring 
16 . Later al crani a l branch and crani al root of 15 
17. Middle crania l branch of 15 
18. Medial cr ania l branch of 15 
21. Caudal branch and caudal root of 15 
22. Superfici a l branch and superficial radicle 
of 21 
23. Deep branch and deep r adic l e of 21 
25 . Anastomotic trunk between 15 and 60 
60. A. and V. pud enda interna 
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Figure 40. Deep dissection of the peri neum in the female pig 
C. Symphysis pelvis (cut) 
15. A. and V. pudenda externa at the external 
inguinal ring 
22. Superficial branch and superficial radicle 
of the caudal branch and caudal r oot of the 
A. and V. pudenda externa 
23. Deep branch and deep radicle of the caudal 
branch and caudal root of the A. and V. 
pudenda externa 
25. Anastomotic trunk between 15 and 60 
60. A. and V. pudenda interna 
Figure 41 . Deep dissecti on of the perineum in the female pig 
(close-up view) 
C. Symphysis pelvis (cut) 
25 . Anastomotic trunk between A. and V. pudenda 
externa and 60 
60. A. and V. pudenda interna 
68 . V. dorsalis clitoridis 
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Figure 42. Latex cast of the arteries of the genita l tract of the f ema l e pig 
A. Ovary 
B. Uterine horn 
C. Vagina 
D. Vulva 
5. 
8. 
36. 
36 1 I. 
40 . 
41. 
51. 
60. 
A. utero-ovarica 
A. ovarica 
A. uterina media 
Primary branches of 36 
A. urethrogenitalis 
Cranial branch of 40 
Caudal branch of 40 (A . perinealis of Preuss, 1959) 
A. pudenda interna 
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Figure 43 . Dissection of the medial side of the mesometrium 
showing the arterial meshwork of the caudal branch 
of the A. utero- ovarica (the arteries were inj ected 
with yellow latex) 
A. Ovarian bursa 
B. Ovary 
C. Lnn. uterini 
D. Uterine horn 
E. Ligament proper of the ovary 
5. A. utero-ovarica 
5'. Caudal branch (Rami tubouterini) of 5 
5''. Arterial _ plexus of 5' 
8. A. ovarica 
36. A. uterina media 
36V. Anastomosis between 36 and 5 
Figure 44 . Dissection of the medi a l side of the mesome trium 
showing the blood supply of the uterine tube 
(the arteries were inj ec t ed with yellow latex) 
A. Ovarian bursa 
B. Ovary 
C. Uterine tube 
D. Uterine horn 
E. Ligament proper of the ovary 
5''. Arterial plexus of 5' 
36 . A. uterina media 
36v . Anastomosis between 36 and A. utero- ovarica 
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Figure 45 . Latex cast of the A. 
uter o- ovari ca 
A. Extent of the follicle 
5. 
5'. 
51 I • 
8 . 
8' . 
36 . 
A. u t ero- ovarica 
Caudal branch (Rami 
tubouterini) of 5 
Arterial plexus of 5' 
A. ovarica 
Spiral artery of 8 
A. uterina media 
Fi gure 46 . The t ermination of the A. 
' utero- ovarica (close- up 
v i ew) 
B. 
5. 
5 '. 
8 . 
Tag us ed for separat-
ing the coils of 8 
A. utero- ovari ca 
Caudal br anches (Rami 
tubouterini) of 5 
A. ovaric a 
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Figure 47 . Latex cast of one spiral 
artery of the ovary 
(la t era l view) 
8' . Spiral artery of the 
ovary 
8' '. Branches of 8 ' 
forming the follicular 
wreaths 
Fi gure 49 . Latex and Vinyl cast of 
the spiral artery and vein 
of t he ovary (the vein was 
injected with vinyl) 
A. Extent of the f ollicle 
8 '. Spiral artery of the 
ovar y 
8 ''. Branches of 8 ' forming 
a follicular artery 
wreath 
Fi gure 48. Latex cast of one spiral 
artery of the ovary (medial 
view) 
8 '. Spiral artery of the ovary 
8 ''. Branches of 8 ' forming 
the follicular arterial 
wrea ths 
Figure 50 . Latex and vinyl cast especially 
showi ng the spiral vein of 
the ovary 
A. Extent of the follicle 
8 '. Spiral vein of the ovary 
8 1 '. Radicle of 8 ' f orming a 
fo llicular venous wreat h 
(It i s observed that the 
veins had a f l attened 
appearance 

Figure 51. Blood supply of the 
ovarian bursa showing 
the disposition of the 
vessels (cranial view) 
A. Ovary (partly exposed) 
B. Ovarian bursa 
C. Uterine tube 
Figure 52. Blood supply of t he 
ovarian burs a showing the 
vascu l ar arrangemen t 
(medial vi ew) 
A. Ut erine tube 
B. Ovarian bursa 
C. Hilus of the ovar y 
Figure 53 . Transparent vi ew of th~ ovarian 
bursa and fimbria showing the 
vascu l ar disposition 
From Figures 51, 52, and 53 , 
it is evident that each 
arterial trunk is accompanied 
by a pair of satellite veins, 
one on each side . 
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Figure S4 . Venous drainage of the ovari an bursa , fimbria and 
the tip of the uterine horn 
A. Ovarian bursa 
B. Uterine tube 
C. Uterine horn (tip) 
S . V. utero- ovarica 
(The venous archades on the mesometrium and 
mesosa lpinx are vi s ible .) 
Figure SS . Roots of the V. uter o- ovarica f orming the archades 
along the uterine tube (clos e-up view) 
A. Uterine tube 
5 . V. uter o- ovarica 
Figure S6 . Latex cast of the ovary and uterine tube showing 
the pampiniform plexus and the arterial pl exus of 
the caudal branch of the A. utero-ovarica (latera l 
view) 
A. Ovary 
B. Ovarian bursa 
C. Uterine tube 
D. Uterine horn 
5 ''. Arterial plexus of the caud al branch of A . 
utero- ovarica 
7. Pampiniform plexus of the ovary 
36 . A. uterina media 
Figure S7 . Medial view of Fi gure 56 
A. Ovary 
B. Ovarian bursa 
C. Uterine horn 
S''. Arterial pl exus of the c audal branch of A. 
utero- ovarica 
7 . Pampi niform pl exus of the ovary 
36 . A. u terina medi a 
1 
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Figure 58. La t ex cast of the A. uterina media 
5. 
8 . 
36. 
36'. 
36 1 I. 
36 ' I I • 
36'V . 
A. utero- ovarica 
A. ovari ca 
A. uterina media 
Main branches of 36 
Primar y branches of 36 
Secondary branches of 36 
Communican t branches ' be tween 36 '' and the 
broad ligament 
Communicant branches to the Rami tubouterini 
Communicant branches to the caud a l branch of 
A. ure throgeni talis 
Ramuli uterini 
Figure 59. Dispos ition of the A. uterina media in the broad 
ligament (lateral vi ew) 
A. 
B. 
c. 
36 . 
36'. 
36 I I • 
36 11 I. 
36 ' V. 
36V. 
36V I I• 
Ovary 
Uterine tube 
Uterine horn 
A. uterina media (cut) 
Main branches of 36 
Primary branches of 36 
Second ary branches of 36 
Branches to the broad ligament 
Communicant branches to Rami tubouterini 
Ramuli uterini 
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Figure 60 . Latex cast of the blood vessels of the uterus and 
uterine horn (la t eral view) 
36 . 
36 1 I . 
36v'. 
40 . 
41. 
50. 
50' . 
51. 
A. uterina media 
Primary branches of 36 
Communicant branches from 36 to 40 
A. urethrogenitalis 
Crania l branch of 40 
Rami uterini 
Rami cervico-uterini 
Caudal branch of 40 (A. perinealis) 
. 
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Figur e 61. Latex cast of the blood vessels of the uterus 
and uterine horn (med i a l view) 
A. Ovary 
B. Ovarian bursa 
C. Uterine horn 
D. Uterus (body) 
7 . Pampiniform plexus of the ovary 
36 . A. and V. uterina media 
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Fi gure 62 . Disposition of the V. utero- ovarica and V. 
uterina media 
A. 
B. 
5. 
36. 
36'. 
36 1 I. 
36 ' V. 
36v '. 
36V ' t • 
Lnn. uteri ni 
Ovary 
V. utero- ovarica 
A. and V. uterina media 
Crania l root of 36 
Caud a l r oot of 36 
Radicles from the broad ligament 
Anastomotic r adicles from 36 t o V. 
urethrogenitalis 
Radicles from the Ramuli uterini 
Figure 63 . Dispos ition of the V. utero - ovarica and V. uterina 
media showing anas tomotic bridges between them 
along the ventral surf ace of the uterus 
A. 
5. 
36. 
36 '. 
36 1 I. 
36 ' V. 
36V. 
36V'. 
Lnn. uterini 
V. utero- ovarica 
A. and V. uterina media 
Cranial root of 36 
Caudal root of 36 
Radicles fr om the broad ligamen t 
Communicant radicles between 36 and 5 
Anastomotic radicles from 36 to V. 
urethrogenitalis 
Radicles fr om the Ramuli uterini 
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Figure 64. Disposition of the V. ure throgenitalis i n the 
f emale pig . 
A. Ovary and ovarian bursa 
B. Uterine tube 
c . Uterine horn 
D. Uterus (body) 
E. Vagina 
F . Vulva 
G. Rectum 
H. Urinary bladder 
I. Ureter 
40. V. urethrogenitalis 
41. Crania l r oo t of 40 
51. Caudal r oot of 40 
Figure 65 . Dispos ition of the V. urethrogenitalis i n the 
f emal e pig (close-up v i ew) 
E. Vagina 
F . Vulva 
G. Rectum 
H. Urinary bladder 
I. Ureter 
40 . V. urethrogenita lis 
41 . Cranial root of 40 
42. Rami vaginalis 
43. Ramus urethralis 
51. Caudal root of 40 
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Figure 66. Latex cast of the vessels 
of caudal por tion of the 
vagina and the erectile 
tissue of the vestibule of 
the vulva (medial vi ew) 
A. Vagina 
B. Vulva 
C. Arterial circle of 51 
D. Vestibular bulb 
40. A. urethrogenitalis 
41. Cranial branch of 40 
51. Caudal branch of 40 
60 . A. pudenda interna 
Figure 68 . Latex cast of the vessels 
of the erectile tissue of 
the vestibule of the vulva 
(medial view) 
B. Vulva 
C. Arterial circle of 51 
D. Vestibular bulb 
51 . Caudal branch of A. 
urethrogenitalis 
60 . A. pudenda interna 
Figure 67. 
I 
Latex cast of the vessels of 
the caudal portion of 
1
the 
vagina and the erectile tissue 
of the vestibule of the vulva 
(lateral close- up view) 
A. Vagina 
B. Vulva 
51 . Caudal branch of A. urethro-
genitalis 
53. Anastomotic branch from 
~ 51 to 60 
60. A. pudenda interna 
61~ Anastomotic branch from 51 
to A. urethralis of 60 
Figure 69. Latex cast showing the arterial 
circle of the caudal branch of 
the A. urethrogenitalis 
(medial close-up v i ew) 
B. Vulva 
C. Arterial circle of 51 
D. Vestibular bulb 
51. Caudal branch of A. urethro-
genitali s 
60. A. pudenda interna 
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